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ABSTRACT
TASK SPECIFICITY AND MULTIPLE DOCUMENT INTEGRATION
Karyn Paula Higgs, Ph.D.
Department of Psychology
Northern Illinois University, 2016
Joseph P. Magliano, Co-Director
M. Anne Britt, Co-Director

Readers must often construct an understanding of a complex process (e.g. climate
change) from multiple documents. This is challenging because the documents are typically
written for different purposes by different authors. In this context, readers must engage different
reading strategies, because information that is important to the meaning of an individual text (i.e.
text-based importance) may not be relevant to the reader’s purpose (i.e. task-based relevance).
Readers may have a default processing strategy based on attending to textual importance (i.e.
importance-based processing), but when they have a goal or a task, they may switch to a
processing strategy based on task relevance (i.e. relevance-based processing). Task-based
relevance processing leads readers to allocate more attention to task-relevant content and less
attention to task-irrelevant content, increasing memory for task-relevant information. However,
task instructions can differ in the specificity of the cues they provide to help guide readers’
identification and processing of relevant information. This may help explain why some types of
tasks facilitate integration across multiple documents, while others do not. The more that
relevance cues in task instructions guide readers to construct a mental representation dominated
by interconnected, task-relevant content, the easier it should be for readers to reactivate and
integrate information from prior documents.

The current study investigated how the specificity of relevance cues in task instructions
influence processing related to a causal explanation that could be extracted across documents. A
low specificity task provided no relevance cues to guide processing. A moderate specificity task
provided only semantic cues, and a high specificity task provided semantic cues and a structural
schema cue (e.g., to help readers activate a causal explanation schema to guide processing). Two
experiments investigated how these differences in tasks specificity influenced: (1) identification
of text relevant to a causal explanation embedded across texts (Exp 1), (2) integration of text
content during moment-to-moment processing (Exp 2), (3) content and organization of
participant’s recall (Exp 1 & 2), and (4) comprehension of the causal explanation (Exp 1 & 2).
Greater task specificity was expected to lead to increases in outcomes related to the causal
explanation across texts and decreases in processing of content that was only important to the
individual texts. However, the possibility that attention to important text-based content would
continue to influence processing was also considered.
Experiment 1 showed that the addition of a causal schema cue in the high specificity task
led to better memory for causal model content and increased integration across texts in
participants’ recalls. However, the semantic cue alone was sufficient to increase identification of
text relevant to the causal model. There was no effect of task on causal model comprehension.
In Experiment 2, the schema cue also led to better memory for causal model content. In
contrast to Experiment 1, the semantic cue alone was sufficient to increase integration of causal
model content across texts in participants’ recalls. However, neither type of relevance cue
affected moment-to-moment integration across texts. The schema cue, however, was more

effective in increasing within-text causal model integration. Again, there was no effect of task on
causal model comprehension.
The results suggest that a semantic cue may be sufficient to help readers identify relevant
text, but a schema cue was more effective for increasing memory and moment-to-moment
within-text integration related to the causal model. However, the effectiveness of the schema cue
on integration across texts in participants’ recalls varied between experiments. Neither type of
relevance cue influenced across-text integration during moment-to-moment processing,
indicating a divergence between online and offline measures. Finally, while increased task
specificity did shift processing towards the causal explanation content, it did not decrease
processing related to important text-based content. Questions raised by these results, implications
for models of task-oriented reading, and future directions are considered in more detail in the
discussion section.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In today’s information based society, people often must learn from multiple documents to
perform a variety of tasks. However, constructing and integrating a coherent representation
across multiple documents presents a more challenging situation than comprehending a set of
texts individually (Britt & Rouet, 2012; Goldman, 2004; Perfetti, Rouet & Britt, 1999). For
example, research suggests that readers have difficulty integrating across multiple sources
(Goldman, 2004; Perfetti et al., 1999; Stahl, Hynd, Britton, McNish, & Bosquet, 1996;
Wineburg; 1991). However, these integration skills are essential for learning from multiple
sources and have been targeted in recent educational standards and frameworks, like the
Common Core State Standards (National Governors Association, 2010a), Next Generation
Science Standards (NGSS Lead States, 2013), and the Program for International Student
Assessment (2012). Many researchers have begun investigating the factors that influence
multiple document integration in order to provide effective instructional approaches (e.g.,
Afflerbach & Cho, 2009; Anmarkrud, McCrudden, Bråten & Strømsø, 2013; Bråten, Gil, &
Strømsø, 2011; Britt and Sommer, 2004; Gil, Bråten, Vidal-Abarca, & Strømsø, 2010; Goldman,
Braasch, Wiley, Graesser, & Brodowinska, 2012; Stadtler, Scharrer, & Bromme; 2011; Wiley,
Ash, Sanchez, & Jaeger, 2011; Wiley & Voss, 1999) . Many of these studies have considered the
role of tasks in multiple document comprehension.
Snow and the RAND Reading Study Group (2002) emphasized that reading
comprehension arises from a complex interaction between the text, the reader and the reading
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context (e.g., goals and tasks). In multiple document contexts, certain types of tasks (e.g.,
answering high-level questions or writing an argument essay) have been shown to improve
integration and facilitate deeper comprehension. However, these studies have shown that not all
tasks do so equally (Cerdán & Vidal-Abarca, 2008; Gil et al., 2010; Stadtler et al., 2011; Wiley
& Voss, 1999). For example, instructions to write an argument essay lead to deeper
comprehension and integration than instructions to write a summary (Wiley & Voss, 1999), a
descriptive essay (Wiley, Goldman, Graesser, Sanchez, Ash, & Hemmerich, 2009) or a general
overview (Bråten & Strømsø, 2009).
How can tasks affect the propensity to integrate across multiple documents? One
explanation arises from research on discourse processing and task-oriented reading. Frameworks
of task-oriented reading (McCrudden & Schraw, 2007; Rouet & Britt, 2011) propose that readers
interpret task instructions, and generate specific goals and strategies to meet those goals. These
goals help readers determine criteria for what is relevant to the task. Readers then engage in
strategic processing based on assessments of text relevance. Specifically, readers allocate more
attention to text they deem relevant and less attention to text they deem irrelevant, resulting in
better memory for relevant text (McCrudden, Magliano, & Schraw, 2010; McCrudden & Schraw,
2007; Reynolds, 1992; Rouet & Britt, 2011; Rouet, Vidal-Abarca, Erboul, & Millogo, 2001). As
readers progress through a set of texts, this allocation of attention to relevant information can
shape a mental representation dominated by task relevant content (Lassonde, Smith, & O’Brien,
2011). When there is an opportunity to make connections between documents (i.e., integrate),
readers must be able to reactivate prior document information along with the new information
currently in working memory. This co-activation in working memory is a necessary condition for
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integration (Kendeou & O’Brien, 2014; Kintsch, 1998; Mannes, 1994; Mannes & Hoyes, 1996).
When task relevant information is more elaborated and interconnected in the reader’s mental
representation, reactivation and integration should be facilitated (Myers & O’Brien, 1998;
O'Brien, Plewes, & Albrecht, 1990; van den Broek, 2005).
Why do some tasks promote integration more than others? Tasks can differ in the
specificity of the instructions they provide to help readers focus their goals. The more reader’
goals are aligned with the text content that affords integration, the more likely they are to
identify this text as relevant, making it more salient in their memory representation and more
accessible for co-activation. A number of multiple document studies have compared how
different tasks influence integration (e.g., Bråten & Strømsø, 2009; Gil et al., 2010; Stadtler et al.,
2011; Wiley et al., 2009; Wiley & Voss, 1999). However, few multiple document studies have
looked at how tasks affect readers’ identification of relevant text or how this relates to
integration (e.g., Anmarkrud et al., 2013; Cerdán Otero, 2005; Cerdán & Vidal-Abarca, 2008).
The goal of the current study is to explore how differences in the specificity of task
instructions influence readers’ ability to identify relevant text and how this influences memory
for text content and integration in a multiple documents situation. Two experiments will assess
the influence of task specificity on memory for text content and comprehension of a casual
explanation afforded across texts. Experiment 1 will also explore how task specificity influences
identification of relevant text. Experiment 2 will assess the impact of task specificity of
instructions on integration. The outcome of this study will be a better understanding of how
instructions can facilitate learning about complex scientific processes from multiple documents.

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

This section will provide an overview of theoretical and empirical work that provides a
basis for understanding how task instructions can influence multiple document integration. First,
two frameworks of task oriented reading will be described. These frameworks describe how task
instructions help readers focus goals and engage relevance-based processing strategies that
influence the content of the mental representation, which in turn affects what is available for coactivation and integration. This will be followed by a discussion of recent studies that have
investigated task-based relevance processing and integration in multiple document contexts.
Together, these suggest how differences in task instructions may influence integration via an
interplay of strategic and memory based processing. Finally, specific differences in task
instructions that may influence integration will be discussed, followed by an overview of the
current study.

Two Frameworks of Task-Oriented Reading

Two frameworks of task-oriented reading provide a basis for understanding how tasks
can influence multiple document integration: the Goal Focusing model (McCrudden & Schraw,
2007) and the MD-TRACE (Multiple Document Task Relevancy and Content Extraction) model
(Rouet & Britt, 2011). These two frameworks describe how readers cognitively respond to task
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instructions and how this can influence strategic processing during reading. Both of these
frameworks propose that tasks help readers formulate goals and strategies, which influence
processing by directing attention towards or away from different textual content, influencing the
memory representation that is constructed. However, the goal-focusing model was developed to
explain prior research in single text contexts, while the MD-TRACE framework focuses on
multiple document contexts and outlines the mental representations as well as the processing
steps that are involved.
McCrudden and Schraw’s (2007) Goal Focusing Model proposes that tasks serve as
relevance instructions that provide cues to the reader for directing their attentional resources
during reading. Readers must first interpret tasks and use them to formulate a goal (i.e., goal
focusing). Next, readers form a specific strategy for achieving the goal, which in turn leads to the
development of criteria for determining what text content is relevant to the goal. These criteria
help readers to strategically allocate attention to text that aligns with their goal. Readers may also
engage in additional strategic processing of relevant text (e.g., inferential activity) in service of
their goal. This allocation of resources to task relevant information results in better memory for
relevant text compared to irrelevant text, influencing what is learned from the text (Goetz,
Schallert, Reynolds, & Radin, 1983; Kaakinen, Hyöna, & Keenan, 2002, 2003; Lapan &
Reynolds, 1994; McCrudden et al., 2010; McCrudden & Schraw, 2007; Reynolds, 1992;
Reynolds & Anderson, 1982; Rouet et al., 2001; Schraw, Wade, & Kardash, 1993).
The Goal Focusing model emphasizes an important distinction between text-based
importance and task-based relevance. Relevance is the extent to which a segment is germane to a
specific task or goal, and is determined by the reader. In contrast, importance is the extent to
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which a segment is essential to understanding the communicative intent of the text. Importance is
conveyed by how the author structures the text, and can be signaled in various ways (e.g.,
headings, first mention, topic sentences, elaboration, summary statements) (Lorch & Lorch,
1996; Lorch, Lorch, & Inman, 1993). Readers may have a default strategy based on attending to
author provided signals of importance in a text, but when they have criteria to help them
determine relevance (i.e., a goal or task), they may switch to a relevance-based strategy (Schraw
et al., 1993).
Tasks can vary in the specificity of the cues they provide to guide relevancy processing.
For example, McCrudden and Schraw (2007) provide a taxonomy of four types of relevance
instructions investigated in single text studies. This taxonomy distinguishes between specific and
general relevance instructions, which refer to the scope of the relevance criteria prompted by the
task. Specific instructions prompt a reader to focus on particular text segments, whereas general
instructions require the reader to focus on broad categories of information (McCrudden &
Schraw, 2007). Specific relevance instructions are questions or objectives that target specific
information. These may be ‘what’ questions that target single units of information (e.g., a name
or a date), or they may be ‘why' questions that require explanatory responses and may require
integrating multiple units of information. In contrast, general relevance instructions are less
targeted and prompt readers to focus on broad categories of information. General relevance
instructions include both perspective and purpose instructions. Perspective instructions prompt
readers to use background knowledge to evaluate a text from a specific point of view (e.g.
reading a narrative about a house inspection from the perspective of a homebuyer or a burglar;
Pichert & Anderson, 1977). Purpose instructions (e.g., read for study or entertainment, read to
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create an outline) are even more general in their focus. Purpose instructions can lead readers to
strategically process texts in different ways and can lead to different types of inferential activity
(Linderholm & van den Broek, 2002; Narvaez, van den Broek, & Ruiz, 1999; van den Broek,
Lorch, Linderholm, & Gustafson, 2001). Both perspective and purpose instructions prompt
readers to focus on broad categories of information by invoking a particular schema that helps
the reader organize text in a meaningful way. Schema are abstracted knowledge structures that
summarize and organize one’s knowledge about entities, situations or events (Anderson &
Pearson, 1984, Graesser & Nakamura, 1984). When activated, these knowledge structures can
guide cognitive processing and the construction of a mental representation (Anderson, Pichert, &
Shirley, 1983; Bransford & Johnson, 1972; Kintsch, 1998).
The MD-TRACE (Multiple Document Task Relevancy and Content Extraction)
framework (Rouet & Britt, 2011) makes similar proposals to the Goal Focusing Model
(McCrudden & Schraw, 2007), but describes the type of representations that readers construct in
order to support task-oriented reading with multiple documents. The framework proposes that
task-oriented reading involves the construction of a Task Model prior to reading which guides
the construction and organization of mental representations of the content. Depending on their
goals, readers may construct an integrated model of a situation across documents and in some
circumstances, may support this by constructing an Intertext model, which represents
information about each individual document (e.g., source information) and relationships between
them (e.g., support, contrast, corroborate).
The MD-TRACE framework proposes that the task model that readers construct drives
subsequent processing. The reader first interprets the task instructions and determines what the
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task outcome should look like, and then formulates goals and plans to obtain that outcome. These
are all represented in the reader’s task model. Together these provide the criteria that help
readers to assess the relevance of information as they read. Readers may adjust processing
strategies based on these assessments of relevance (McCrudden et al., 2010; Rouet et al., 2001),
which may affect allocation of attention, elaborative processing and memory for relevant text.
To construct a task model, readers may rely on both nouns and predicates in the task
instructions (Britt & Rouet, 2012; Rouet & Britt, 2011). Nouns often provide semantic cues to
the content area to focus on, while predicates (e.g., explain, locate, compare/contrast) can help
readers understand what the task outcome should look like and how to go about obtaining it. One
way that predicates (or predicate phrases such as ‘write an argument’) can do so is by activating
task or discourse schema. Knowledge structures like these can help readers construct more
focused goals and influence the strategies and the criteria they use for achieving those goals
(Britt & Rouet, 2012).

Summary

These two frameworks of task oriented reading help explain how tasks can influence
processing. The Goal Focusing model (McCrudden & Schraw, 2007) describes how tasks help
readers focus goals and develop relevance criteria that help them to direct attention to task
relevant text. This in turn affects what is remembered from the text. The MD-TRACE model
similarly assumes that task instructions help readers construct goals, which help them to identify
task-relevant text and influence subsequent processing. However, this model describes the
mental representations that support this processing. Most importantly, it proposes that readers
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construct a task model that represents what the task outcome should look like and goals and
strategies to obtain that outcome. This task representation provides relevance criteria that support
the identification and processing of task relevant text during reading, and most importantly, can
help readers to structure their mental representation of information the texts.
Together with accounts of the memory-based process involved in discourse
comprehension (e.g., Myers & O’Brien, 1998; McKoon & Ratcliff, 1998), these frameworks
provide an understanding of how task instructions can influence multiple document integration.
During reading, content in the task model (and the evolving discourse representation)
conceptually overlaps with new text content to different extents. The strength of this overlap will
affect how readers allocate attentional resources to the current text content. As a reader
continually focuses on task relevant information, it will become more elaborated in the reader’s
representation (Lassonde et al., 2011). When task relevant information is more elaborated and
interconnected in the reader’s mental representation, it will be more accessible for co-activation
when readers encounter related task relevant content in a subsequent document. This coactivation is a necessary condition for integration (Kendeou & O’Brien, 2014; Kintsch, 1998;
Mannes, 1994; Mannes & Hoyes, 1996).
Additionally, the role of nouns and predicates in task instructions discussed in the MDTRACE model and the taxonomy of instructions discussed in the Goal Focusing Model provide
insight into why some tasks encourage integration more than others. Before discussing this in
greater detail, research on relevance processing and integration with multiple documents will be
reviewed. This work shows that readers do indeed engage in task-based relevance processing in
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multiple document contexts, and provides additional clues to how task instructions encourage
integration.

Relevance Processing and Multiple Documents

While a great deal of research in single text contexts supports that tasks influence
allocation of attention and memory for relevant text (e.g., Goetz et al., 1983; Kaakinen et al.,
2002, 2003; McCrudden et al., 2010; Reynolds & Anderson, 1982), few of these studies have
looked at how tasks influence integration within a document. However, some studies have shown
that general purpose instructions (e.g. read for study or read for entertainment) vary in the extent
to which they encourage integrative inferencing (e.g., Linderholm & van den Broek, 2002;
Narvaez et al., 1999; van den Broek et al., 2001).
While multiple document studies have investigated the influence of task instructions on
integration, only a few have directly investigated how tasks influence relevance processing and
(e.g., Anmarkrud et al., 2013) and how this affects integration (e.g., Cerdán Otero, 2005, Cerdán
& Vidal-Abarca, 2008). For example, Anmarkrud et al. (2013) asked college students to read
texts on the health impacts of cell phone usage and write an argument essay. Think-alouds were
coded for participants’ judgments regarding the relevance of text segments to their task and these
judgments were compared with expert ratings of task relevance. Results indicated that readers
were more likely to judge text as relevant or less relevant in accordance with the expert ratings,
suggesting that the task instructions did help readers to discriminate between more and less
relevant content. . Further, readers were more likely to construct links to information from prior
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documents when they read information that was more relevant than when they read less relevant
information. However, this study did not compare different types of tasks.
Cerdán and Vidal Abarca (2008) assessed how two different types of pre-reading
questions that targeted the same content impacted integration during moment-to-moment
processing. College students read three texts about the biological mechanisms that make bacteria
resistant to antibiotics. Participants either wrote an essay to answer a single global question that
required integration across documents, or answered four intra-text questions that targeted the
same ideas, but could be answered from a single document. The texts were presented in
Read&Answer (Vidal-Abarca, Martínez, et al., 2011) which allows the experimenter to define
text segments that are of interest and capture various aspects of reading behavior relative to these
segments.
Cerdán and Vidal-Abarca (2008) found that the global question group read relevant
segments more slowly than irrelevant segments, suggesting deeper processing on relevant
segments. In contrast, the intra-text questions group did not differ in the rate at which they read
relevant and irrelevant segments. These readers tended to locate a relevant segment and then
navigate to irrelevant segments before visiting another relevant segment. In contrast, the global
question group showed more navigation between relevant segments, suggesting they engaged in
more integrative behavior. Additionally, the global question group performed better on questions
that assessed integration and deeper comprehension. Thus, while both question types helped
readers to identify the same relevant information, the global question encouraged readers to
process this information more deeply and integrate it, while the intra-text questions targeting the
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same information did not. If the same information was made relevant by both tasks, why did
readers in the intra-text questions condition fail to integrate?
The differences in integrative processing that Cerdán and Vidal-Abarca (2008) found in
their two task conditions align with two types of strategies Bråten and Strømsø (2011) observed
with multiple document readers; an accumulation strategy and a cross-text elaboration strategy.
An accumulation strategy involves the accumulation of unconnected pieces of information from
the different texts, while a cross-text elaboration strategy involves integrating across the texts.
Although task instructions can differ in terms of whether or not they help readers identify
particular text content as relevant, they also appear to differ in the extent to which they
encourage readers to engage in elaborative processing and integration of relevant text. What
aspects of task instructions drive these differences?

How Differences in Task Instructions Influence Integration

Previously, it was explained that task instructions can affect how readers direct attention
to relevant text, which in turn can make task relevant information more salient in the mental
representation and more accessible for integration (Lassonde et al., 2011). To understand how
differences in task instructions can influence integration, let us first consider the underlying
processes in greater detail. Text processing, in part, relies on basic principles of memory
retrieval: encoding, passive activation, co-activation and integration (Kendeou & O’Brien, 2014;
Kintsch, 1998; Myers & O’Brien, 1998). These principles help explain how relevant text is
identified and how the evolving discourse representation can be automatically updated with new
information. First, information must be encoded, and once it is encoded, it has the potential to be
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reactivated during the comprehension of subsequent text. Second, newly encoded information
triggers passive activation. Passive activation is often described in terms of resonance processes
(see Myers & O’Brien, 1998) operating via spreading activation within an interconnected
network of knowledge. As new information is encoded in working memory, its elements send a
signal that spreads through connected nodes in readers’ long-term memory, which includes
general knowledge, the discourse representation (and presumably the task model). Nodes that
receive the signal resonate as a function of the degree of match to the input elements in working
memory. Degree of match reflects the number of routes through which the signal can spread to a
node increasing its activation. Spreading activation between these sources then converges on a
set of highly activated nodes, which are then available to working memory. Thus, any previously
encoded information has the potential to be sufficiently reactivated to participate in subsequent
processing. However, the extent to which this information has been previously elaborated
influences the number of routes through which the signal can spread and increase its activation
(Myers & O’Brien, 1998; O'Brien et al., 1990; van den Broek, 2005). These principles of
encoding and passive activation explain how new and previously acquired information can be
co-activated in working memory, a necessary precondition for integration (Kendeou, Rapp, &
van den Broek, 2014; Mannes, 1994; Mannes & Hoyes, 1996). It is important to note that while
memory activation is a passive process, readers can strategically engage it by refocusing
attention on the information that has become active in working memory, effectively rebooting
the resonance process from a new starting point (Kintsch, 1998; Myers & O’Brien, 1998).
In conjunction with a task model representation (Britt & Rouet, 2012), these memorybased processes help explain why differences in task instructions can lead to differences in
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relevance processing and integration. First, task instructions affect what readers identify as
relevant. Because the task model a reader constructs resides in long-term memory, it has the
potential to be available to passive activation processes as each new text segment is encoded.
When a sentence is read, it will resonate with the task model to varying degrees. When a
sentence resonates sufficiently with the task model, the reader allocates attention, and encodes
the information, making it available for subsequent co-activation and integration. However,
readers may need something more to establish relationships between these co-activated elements
(e.g. Cerdán & Vidal-Abarca, 2008). This may be especially true with expository texts where
readers have less general knowledge available to help them automatically establish these
relationships. Readers may need task instructions that provide cues to guide the establishment of
these relationships, either via passive activation or by encouraging elaborative processing.
The two frameworks of task-oriented reading discussed previously provide insight into
how cues in task instructions can help establish relationships between co-activated elements
across texts. The MD-TRACE framework (Rouet & Britt, 2011) discussed the role of nouns and
predicates in constructing a task representation. Nouns typically provide semantic cues to the
content area to focus on, while predicates (e.g., explain, locate, compare/contrast) can provide
schema cues, which help specify the structure of the task outcome (e.g., by activating task or
discourse schema). These semantic cues and schema cues may underlie the distinction between
general and specific task instructions in the taxonomy provided in the Goal Focusing model
(McCrudden & Schraw, 2007). In this taxonomy ‘specific’ task instructions focus readers on
specific segments of text and ‘general’ instructions focus readers on broader categories of
information by activating schema. Semantic cues in ‘specific’ task instructions may drive
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relevance processing primarily via semantic overlap. Cues in general instructions may activate
either general knowledge schema (e.g., as in perspective instructions) or task or discourse
schema (i.e., purpose instructions). It is well established that schema activated during reading
can influence processing and organization of text content (e.g., Anderson et al., 1983; Bransford
& Johnson, 1972; Kintsch, 1998). Meyer and colleagues (see Meyer & Ray, 2011 for a review)
have extensively investigated how readers use knowledge of text structure (i.e., discourse
schema) to comprehend texts. This work shows that good readers use their knowledge of text
structure to help construct coherent mental representations (Meyer, Brandt, & Bluth, 1980).
Different types of structure (e.g. cause-effect, description, compare-contrast) correspond to
different ways of relating and organizing ideas in a text. Knowledge of these structures can help
readers to use parallel processes (e.g. comparing, finding causal relationships, identifying
solutions) to construct a coherent representation and to organize their own recalls or writing
(Meyer & Ray, 2011). The structures are cued by various signaling words. For example,
signaling words for a cause and effect structure include: cause, consequence, reasons, why,
explanation, and effect. Another key role of these signaling words is in facilitating selection and
encoding of text content (Meyer & Poon, 2001). Thus, discourse schema may be considered to
be structural schema that guide processing of the text, and how readers structure their mental
representation.
To the extent that readers have acquired discourse schema, the presence of signaling
words in task instructions should help readers to activate them. In multiple document situations,
predicates or phrases that activate structural schema (e.g. argument, explanation, compare/
contrast) may be particularly effective in helping facilitate integration across texts (e.g., Britt &
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Rouet, 2012; Wiley et al., 2011; Wiley & Voss, 1999), because these schema can help readers to
understand the types of relationships that are important to establish between co-activated text
constituents.
This suggests that tasks may encourage integration across documents to different extents
based on whether they provide semantic cues, structural schema cues or both. Task instructions
that provide both semantic and schema cues may be most effective. To illustrate how semantic
and structural cues in task instructions may contribute to integration, imagine reading a set of
three texts, (“Plate Tectonics”, “Are Nuclear Plants Really Safe? Fukushima Raises New
Concerns”, and “Early Warning Systems”). Each text includes some information about tsunamis,
supporting the construction of a causal explanation of how tsunamis form and what makes them
destructive (See appendix A for the documents). While each text provides different pieces of
information about the phenomenon (how tsunamis result from earthquakes, what happens as they
approach land and once they hit land), most of this information is of low importance to the
communicative intent of the text in which it is embedded.
First, consider how a reader instructed to ‘read to understand the texts’ would process
these documents. These instructions provide no semantic cues to guide relevance processing and
readers are likely to generate goals and strategies that focus them on them on text-based
importance (i.e., the communicative intent of the author). While, each document provides some
content related to the causes of destructive tsunamis, the main topics of the texts are about plate
tectonics, the Fukushima nuclear disaster and early warning systems. Most of the tsunami
information is of low importance to understanding these topics. If readers are focused on
important text-based information, that content will become more elaborated, and thus more
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salient in readers’ memory representations. However, tsunami related content that is not of high
importance to the individual documents, will not be as elaborated, thus, there will be fewer
routes through which reactivation can occur via resonance. As such, instructions that contain no
semantic cues are unlikely to promote integration of tsunami content across documents and are
likely to lead readers to construct separate representations of the individual texts rather than an
integrated representation across documents.
Next, consider how a reader instructed to ‘Read to understand destructive tsunamis’
might process the texts. These instructions do provide semantic cues to the relevance of tsunami
content, thus readers are likely to engage relevance-based strategies. However, the task
instructions provide little specificity beyond introducing a broad topic to focus on, and provide
no cues to what the task outcome should look like. Thus, readers’ interpretations of the task may
vary, influencing the goals they construct, the relevance criteria they utilize, and how they
strategically process the text they identify as relevant. Although the documents afford integration
of a tsunami causal explanation, the extent to which this information will become elaborated
(and accessible) in the reader's representation will depend on their task model. While readers
may detect tsunami related information via semantic overlap, they have no criteria to determine
what is most important or how it should be organized. Readers’ elaboration and organization of
tsunami information may be driven by interest or other criteria not related to the causal
explanation. This may influence the extent to which tsunami information from prior documents
is accessible via resonance when there is the opportunity to make connections across documents.
Thus, while semantic cues in task instructions could potentially facilitate integration, they may
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not always be sufficient to do so with complex multiple documents (e.g., Cerdán & Vidal-Abarca,
2008).
When learning from complex multiple documents, readers may need task instructions that
provide cues to help them instantiate structural schema. Consider a task that instructs readers to
‘understand the causes of destructive tsunamis’. In addition to the semantic cues, these
instructions provide a cue that is likely to activate a causal explanation schema when readers
construct their task model. This may help readers to construct goals that focus them on causal
tsunami information. On one hand, a schema cue can help readers to better identify relevant
information by providing additional paths through which new text information can resonate with
the reader’s task model or the evolving discourse representation. However, a structural schema
cue can also help readers understand how relevant text should be organized, and which types of
relationships between text constituents are important to establish as they construct their mental
representation. These structural cues have the potential to help readers to automatically integrate
(via passive activation) or they may guide decisions to engage in additional strategic processing
of relevant text. For example, once readers have processed a segment of relevant text, they may
evaluate how their current understanding aligns with the task outcome they have represented and
may decide to engage in additional strategic processing of activated knowledge (e.g., Rouet &
Britt, 2011).
In contrast, when task instructions do not provide strong structural cues, readers’
interpretations of what the task outcome should look like may vary. If readers’ interpretation of
the task outcome does not help them understand the types of connections that are important, they
may not engage in elaborative processing to establish them, nor will their task representations
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facilitate making these connections through passive activation. These readers may simply
accumulate unconnected pieces of information from the texts (e.g., Bråten & Strømsø, 2011).
While semantic cues can also activate general knowledge schema that can help organize
information, this depends on readers’ prior knowledge about the topic, something that readers of
expository texts often lack. Many readers at a post-secondary level are likely to be familiar with
basic discourse schema (e.g., text structures), but may vary in their experience with expository
texts. Elshout-Mohr and Van Daalen-Kapteijns (2002) found that college students do use
conventional expository schema (e.g., cause-effect) when comprehending science texts, but may
have a limited repertoire. However, structural schema can be acquired through instructional
interventions (Meyer & Ray, 2011) and familiarity with different types of expository structure
has increasingly become a focus in secondary education. For example, the National Assessment
of Educational Progress (National Center for Education Statistics, 2011), the Common Core
State Standard’s College and Career Readiness Anchor Standards (National Governors
Association, 2010b) and the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS Lead States, 2013),
target familiarity with expository text structures.
Are semantic cues in task instructions sufficient to help readers integrate across
documents or do readers also need cues that activate structural schema? Understanding how
these differences in task instructions influence processing and integration can help provide
students with approaches for constructing effective task models when they read multiple
documents on their own. For example, if a structural schema facilitates integration, then readers
seeking to understand a scientific phenomenon would benefit by approaching their reading with
the understanding that they are attempting to construct a causal explanation. Similarly, readers
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seeking to formulate an opinion on a controversial topic might benefit by utilizing an argument
schema to organize their understanding.

Overview of the Current Study

The purpose of the current study was to assess how these different types of cues provided
by task instructions influence readers’ identification of relevant information, memory for text
content, and integration across documents. In two experiments, participants read a set of three
documents (see Appendix A). These documents (described in the preceding example) were
constructed to reflect the type of challenges students might encounter when searching the
Internet to learn about a natural phenomenon. Each document provides different pieces of a
causal model explaining how tsunamis are formed and what makes them destructive (causal
model can be viewed in Appendix B). No single document is sufficient to understand the causal
model, and therefore readers must integrate across documents. However, each document is about
a different topic, and most of the information important to understanding the meaning of the text
is irrelevant to the causal model.
Participants read the three documents with one of three task instructions. These
instructions differed in the specificity of the cues they provided to help readers construct a task
representation that would guide processing of text content relevant to the tsunami causal
explanation. Task specificity is defined in terms of the presence of semantic and structural
schema cues in the task instructions. Semantic cues can be beneficial in helping readers identify
and encode task relevant text making it available for reactivation and integration during later
processing. However, adding a structural schema cue may help readers better understand what
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the task outcome should like, helping them to construct a more focused task model and goals that
help guide processing in several ways. First, it may help readers better identify and encode
relevant text by providing additional routes (e.g., causal knowledge) through which new text
content can resonate with the readers’ task model. Second, it may help guide readers
organization of relevant content into a more structured and interconnected mental representation
that facilitates integration through passive memory based processes. Finally, a structural schema
cue can help readers understand the types of relationships that are important to establish between
different segments of text, guiding decisions to engage in additional strategic processing.
The presence of semantic and structural cues was varied in three task conditions. The low
specificity task prompt, “Read to understand the texts,” provided no semantic or structural cues
to guide processing. The moderate specificity task prompt, “Read to understand destructive
tsunamis,” provided only semantic cues. The high specificity task prompt, “Read to understand
the causes of destructive tsunamis”, provided both a semantic and a structural cue.
Both experiments explored how the different levels of specificity in these task
instructions influenced readers’ memory for text content, and integration (as evidenced in free
recall). In addition, Experiment 1 also assessed how task specificity influenced readers’
identification of relevant text by collecting participants’ judgments of the relevance of each
sentence to their task. Experiment 2 provided a more direct assessment of how task specificity
influences integration during moment-to- moment processing. Verbal protocols, similar to those
obtained by think- aloud methods, were collected during reading using a method based on the
Reading Strategy Assessment Tool (RSAT) (Magliano, Millis, Levinstein, & Boonthum, 2011).
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A Task Specificity hypothesis (H1) proposed that greater specificity in task instructions
would help readers to develop a more focused task model and goals, affecting relevance
judgments, memory for the text and integration across documents. More specifically the
hypothesis proposed that:


(H1a) The greater the specificity of the task instructions, the more relevance
judgments will align with the causal model embedded across texts and the less they
will align with the importance of the sentence in the context of the individual
documents.



(H1b) The greater the specificity of the task instructions, the greater the likelihood
that participants will remember content relevant to the causal model and the less
likely they will be to remember content not germane to the causal model.



(H1c) The greater the specificity of the task instructions, the higher the likelihood that
readers will engage in both within and between text integration related to the causal
model afforded by the texts.



(H1d) Greater specificity in task instructions will increase comprehension of the
causal model afforded across texts.

However, because the reader must still read each text to extract the relevant information,
it was also possible that text structure would still be salient to readers and influence processing,
even when they had a task. A Text Structure Salience hypothesis (H2) proposed that importance,
signaled by how the author structured the text, would influence judgments of relevance and
subsequent processing despite task instructions. While this proposal runs counter to research on
relevance-based processing with single texts (see McCrudden & Schraw, 2007 and Reynolds,
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1992 for a review), a few studies using perspective instructions suggest that readers still attend to
text-based importance while also engaging in task-based relevance processing (e.g., Schraw et al.,
1993). Little is known about relevance processing in multiple document contexts. When complex
multiple documents afford an integrated representation across texts, but this information is not
important to the communicative intent of the texts, the structure of the text may be more salient
to readers. A strong version of the Text Structure Salience hypothesis (H2) proposed that
regardless of task instructions:


(H2a) Relevancy judgments will be more aligned with the importance of the sentence
in the individual text than with relevance to the causal model afforded across texts.



(H2b) Sentences that have a high degree of importance within the texts will be
remembered better than sentences that are aligned with the causal model.



(H2c) Integration of ideas important to the text will be greater than integration of
ideas relevant to the causal model embedded across texts.



(H2d) Increased task specificity will not increase processing of causal model content
sufficiently to increase comprehension of the causal model afforded across texts.

However, these two hypotheses may not be mutually exclusive. A weaker form of the Text
Structure Salience hypothesis proposes that text structure will influence processing to a greater
extent than task instructions, but allows for the possibility that the salience of task relevant
information will increase as task specificity increases.
These relationships between task specificity, processing and outcomes proposed by the
two hypotheses were assessed in the two experiments described in the following sections.
Additionally, given that reading comprehension involves an interaction between text, task and
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reader characteristics (Snow & the RAND Reading Study Group, 2002), it is important to
consider how reader characteristics may influence the effects of task specificity. While a number
reader characteristics may influence how readers are able to use task instructions to guide
strategic processing (Rouet & Britt, 2011) prior research shows that readers’ background
knowledge can affect comprehension (Kendeou et al., 2003; Kintsch, 1998; McNamara &
Kintsch, 1996; Ozuru, Dempsey & McNamara, 2009). A measure of readers’ knowledge related
to the content covered in the texts was obtained using a subset of the Geosciences Concept
Inventory (GCI) (Libarkin & Anderson, 2005) and this measure was used as a covariate in all
analyses. Additionally, Participants ACT reading and science scores were also requested to allow
for exploratory analyses. The ACT science scores provide an assessment of science reasoning
skills, while the reading scores reflect comprehension skill, which has been found to influence
various aspects of task oriented reading, including constructing an appropriate task model and
locating and using relevant information (e.g., Vidal-Abarca, Salmerón, & Mana, 2011).

CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENT 1

The primary focus of Experiment 1 was to assess how differences in task instructions
influence readers’ identification of relevant text and subsequent processing. Participants read
three documents (see Appendix A), each providing some information affording the construction
of a causal explanation about destructive tsunamis. Participants read under one of three task
instructions that varied in the specificity of the cues they provided to help readers identify and
integrate information relevant to the causal explanation. Specifically, participants were instructed
to either “Read to understand the texts”, “Read to understand destructive tsunamis” or “Read to
understand the causes of destructive tsunamis”. After reading, participants judged the relevance
of each sentence in the texts to their assigned task. After making sentence judgments,
participants also completed a free recall task, to investigate how task affected memory, and
integration and a comprehension question targeting the causal model across texts.

Hypotheses and Predictions

The measures obtained in Experiment 1 were used to investigate the relationships
between task specificity and the processing outcomes proposed by the Task Specificity
Hypothesis (H1) and the Text Structure Salience Hypothesis (H2). The predictions of these
hypotheses for Experiment 1 outcomes are described in Table 1.

Table 1
Experiment 1 Predictions by Hypothesis
Hypotheses
H1a

H2a

The greater the specificity of the task
instructions, the more relevancy judgments will
be aligned with the causal model embedded
across the documents and the less they will be
aligned with the importance of the sentence in
the context of the individual documents.
Regardless of task instructions, relevancy
judgments will be more aligned with the
importance of the sentence in the individual
text than with relevance to the causal model
afforded across texts.

DVs
Relevance Judgments
Agreement with expert causal & textbased models

Predictions
Interaction between Model and Task: as task
specificity increases, agreement with the
causal model will increase and agreement with
importance model will decrease

Agreement within task conditions

As task specificity increases, agreement
among participants will increase

Agreement with expert causal & textbased models

A main effect of Model: agreement with the
importance model will be greater than
agreement with the causal model.

Agreement within task conditions

No effect of task condition on agreement
within task conditions.

Memory
H1b

The greater the specificity of the task
instructions, the greater the likelihood that
participants will remember content relevant to
the causal model and the less likely they will be
to remember content not germane to the causal
model.

Recall scores for target causal idea
units & text-based idea units

Interaction between Model and Task: As task
specificity increases, recall scores for causal
model idea units will increase while scores for
text-based idea units will decrease.

H2b

Regardless of task instructions, sentences that
have a high degree of importance within the
texts will be remembered better than sentences
that are aligned with the causal model.

Recall scores for target causal idea
units & text-based idea units

A main effect of Model: recall scores for textbased idea units will be greater than recall
scores for causal model idea units.

(continued on the following page)
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Hypotheses

Measure
Integration

Predictions

H1c

The greater the specificity of the task instructions,
the higher the likelihood that readers will engage in
both within and between text integration related to
the causal model afforded by the texts

Number of source switches in
recalls

Protocols should show more source switching
as task specificity increases.

H2c

Regardless of task instructions, integration of ideas
important to the text will be greater than integration
of ideas relevant to the causal model embedded
across texts, regardless of instructions.

Number of source switches in
recalls

No effect of task condition on source
switching.

Comprehension
H1d

Greater specificity in task instructions should
facilitate comprehension of the causal model across
texts.

LSA comprehension score

As task specificity increases, comprehension
scores will increase.

H2d

Greater task specificity will not increase processing
of causal model content sufficiently to increase
comprehension of the causal model across texts.

LSA Comprehension Score

No effect of task on comprehension scores.
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Methods

Design

Some outcomes related to the across documents causal model were analyzed using oneway ANCOVAs with task as the between subjects factors. Other analyses compared outcomes
for causal model and text-based processing using 3 (Task) x 2 (Model) mixed ANCOVAs with
task as the between subjects independent variable. Model reflects the calculation of two
outcomes for each participant based on alignment of their responses with the two ideal models
(i.e., relevance to the tsunami causal model or text-based importance).

Participants

Seventy-seven participants were recruited from introductory psychology classes at
Northern Illinois University and received course credit for their participation.

Materials and Measures

Texts

The materials consisted of a set of three documents (see Appendix A). Descriptive
information about the documents can be found in Table 2. Each text included some information
about tsunamis that afforded the construction of an explanation of the causes of destructive
tsunamis. In order to understand the causal chain, readers needed to integrate across documents.
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These documents were constructed to reflect situations that readers may encounter when
searching for information to understand scientific phenomenon. Each text provided different
pieces of the causal explanation (e.g., how tsunamis result from earthquakes and factors that
influence their destructiveness when they hit land). However, the main ideas of the texts were
not related to the causal model. Thus, the majority of the information relevant to the causal
model was of low importance to the overall meaning of the text in which it was embedded. The
texts were constructed using Meyer’s (1985) approach to expository structure analysis to ensure
each text had a strong structure. Information relevant to the causal model was integrated so that it
was consistent with the text, and, with few exceptions, did not overlap with information that was
of high text-based importance. For example, the text “Plate Tectonics” described how different
types of movement at plate boundaries shape geological features slowly over time, but can cause
rapid changes to the surface when earthquakes occur. Tsunamis were never explicitly mentioned
in the text, but the text provided information relevant to understanding how earthquakes can
cause them (e.g., earthquakes with vertical surface displacement can displace water). In this text
only, there were three sentences that were relevant to the causal model and of high text-based
importance. Any scoring related to these sentences were included in scoring totals for both
models. A second document, “Are Nuclear Plants Really Safe? Fukushima Raises New
Concerns”, discussed the March 2011 nuclear accident at Fukushima. Information relevant to the
causal model was provided in a description of earthquake and tsunami that preceded the nuclear
accident. These sentences were not of high text-based importance as the primary focus of the
document was on the failure of safety measures at Fukushima. A third text, “Early Warning
Systems”, discussed the components of effective early warning systems. Tsunami related
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information was not of high importance and was used only to illustrate how scientific knowledge
can help provide early warning.
Two ideal models were identified reflecting how text sentences aligned with text-based
importance and relevance to the causal model (see Appendix C). For the text-based model, an
expert trained in Meyer’s (1985) approach to text structure analysis conducted a hierarchical
analysis of the texts. This analysis identified the levels of structure within each text, ranked in
order of importance. Although this analysis is typically conducted at the propositional level, for
the current purpose, the analysis was conducted at the clausal level so it could more readily be
applied in assigning importance ratings to sentences. The number of levels of structure identified
in the analyses varied for each text. For example, the first text had eight levels, the second had
only three levels, and the third had nine levels. If sentences contained clauses at different levels
of importance, the highest importance rank was assigned to the sentence. Sentences within the
top third of each scale were considered of high importance. For the tsunami causal model, an
initial set of sentences relevant to the causal model were determined by the experimenter who
consulted with a content area expert (a professor of Geology).
The target causal model afforded by the texts is depicted in Appendix B, along with a
more detailed depiction showing which components and connections were provided explicitly by
the texts and which had to be inferred. The distribution of sentences related to the two models is
shown in Table 2. Additionally, three sentences in the Plate Tectonics text were identified to be
of both high relevance and high text-based importance (see Appendix C).
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Task Instructions

Three different task instruction conditions differed in the specificity of the cues they
provided for identifying and processing information relevant to the causal model. In the low
specificity condition, readers were instructed to “Read to understand the texts”. These
instructions provided no semantic or structural cues to relevance. In the moderate specificity
condition, readers were instructed to “Read to understand destructive tsunamis”. These
instructions provided only semantic cues to relevance (e.g., destructive tsunamis). In the high
specificity condition, readers were instructed to “Read to understand the causes of destructive
tsunamis”. These instructions provided both a semantic cue and a structure schema cue (a causal
explanation schema).
Table 2
Text
TableDescriptives
2

Plate Tectonics

Texts
Are Nuclear Plants
Really Safe?

Early Warning
Systems

# Words

560

546

587

# Sentences

38

35

32

Lexile Score

960

1090

1170

FKGL

7.60

9.6

11.50

# sentences with explicit
mention of tsunamis

0

5

6

# sentences - high relevance
causal model

11

11

11

# sentences high text-based
importance

11

12

10

Descriptive

Note. FKGL refers to Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level
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Relevance Judgment Task

Participants made their judgments using a form presenting each text sentence on a
separate line with two checkboxes labeled ‘Relevant’ or ‘Not Relevant’. Instructions appeared at
the top of the rating form for each text and asked participants to judge whether or not each
sentence was relevant to their task by marking “X” in the appropriate box (see Appendix E for
instructions and a sample rating form). A reminder of the task was integrated with the
instructions. The relevance judgments were used to derive two outcomes, scores for within-group
and agreement with the two expert models.
Within-group agreement scores. Agreement of participants’ ratings with their task group
were calculated using a method developed by Zacks and colleagues (Kurby & Zacks, 2011;
Zacks, Speer, Vettel, & Jacoby, 2006) for calculating normative agreement in event
segmentation tasks. This method involves computing the point-biserial correlation between each
individual’s sentence judgments and the proportion of participants who judged the same
sentences as relevant (the group distribution, r). The correlations were then rescaled to account
for individual differences in the number of sentences identified as relevant. To do so, the
minimum and maximum correlations possible given the number of sentences the participant
identified as relevant were calculated (rmin and rmax). Within-group agreement scores were then
obtained by subtracting rmin from r and dividing by the range of correlations possible (rmaxrmin).
Expert model agreement scores. Two agreement scores were calculated for each
participant using Cohen’s Kappa. The two scores reflect agreement of participants’ relevance
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judgments with the two expert models (i.e., text-based and tsunami causal models). While there
is no universally accepted method for interpreting Cohen’s Kappa statistic, Landis and Koch
(1977) utilized the following scale while acknowledging that the divisions were somewhat
arbitrary. They suggested that < 0 indicated no agreement, 0–0.20 slight agreement, 0.21–0.40
fair agreement, 0.41–0.60 moderate agreement, 0.61–0.80 substantial agreement, and 0.81–1
almost perfect agreement. Negative values are typically considered to reflect disagreement
(McHugh, 2012). In the context of this study, it is the relative agreement between conditions that
is of greatest interest.
Relevance criteria explanation. After completing the relevance judgments, participants
were also asked to respond to a question probing how they made their relevance judgments. The
prompt stated, “We are interested in understanding how people determine what is relevant to
their reading goal. We would like you to think about the task you just completed and what helped
you decide if a sentence was relevant to your reading goal. For example, were there any
strategies you used? What kinds of things did you look for to help you decide? Was there
anything that made it easier or harder to decide for some sentences?”

Recall Task
For the recall task, participants were asked to “Recall as much of the texts as you can.
Please take as much time as you need to write down everything you can remember, whether or
not it was relevant to your task.” To ensure recently read information was not still active in
working memory and influencing recall, participants completed a distractor task prior to the
recall task. The distractor task consisted of a math worksheet with addition, subtraction,
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multiplication and division problems. The recalls were used to calculate two outcomes, one
related to memory and another to integration across texts.
Recall scores. To assess memory for the text, two recall scores were calculated for each
participant based on target ideas selected from the two expert models (causal model and textbased). These target idea units can be viewed in Appendix D. For each target idea, participants
could receive a score of 0, 1 or .5 (partial coverage of idea). Recall scores for each model
consisted of the proportion of total ideas produced by the participant.
Source switching scores. A measure of integration was obtained based on the number of
source switches in participants’ recalls. As integration of causal model information increases,
readers’ mental representations should increasingly conform to a causal macrostructure, which
should be reflected in the structure of the recall protocols. A participant who integrated causal
model information across documents would be more likely to report their recall of tsunami
causal model information in consecutive statements and switch back and forth between sources.
In contrast, those who did not integrate causal model information across the texts would be more
likely to recall any causal model information in chunks from a single text with non-causal model
information interspersed between these chunks.
Source switch counts reflecting integration were obtained using a methodology adapted
from Kurby, Britt, and Magliano (2005). Each clause in a participant’s recall was categorized
reflecting its source (e.g., Txt: 1-3) and its relation to the causal model (causal or non-causal
model information). When causal model concepts appeared in more than one document, different
terminology was used in different documents to help distinguish the source. When there were
two possible sources for a recall clause, terminology was used to determine the source. If the
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source was still unclear, a recency rule was used; if the source of the prior causal model clause
matched one of the possible sources for the current clause, it was assigned that source. If the
source was still unclear, the source of the next causal model statement was used to determine the
source. To obtain the source switching counts, only clauses that aligned with the causal model
were considered. A participant’s recall that coherently included all items in the target causal
model (See Appendix B) could receive a count of up to 7 source switches. Although more
switches could be possible for participants who elaborated in greater detail or who answered in a
less efficient way.

Comprehension Question

Comprehension of the causal model was assessed by asking participants to respond to an
open-ended question. The question prompt stated, “Each of the texts you read contained some
information about the causes of destructive tsunamis. In the space below, please write an
explanation of how certain types of earthquakes can cause a tsunami and how different factors
can influence how destructive a tsunami will be on land. Please include as many details in your
explanation as you can remember from the texts.”
Comprehension score. A comprehension score was obtained using latent semantic
analysis (LSA) (Landauer & Dumais, 1997; Landauer, Foltz, & Laham, 1998). LSA is a
computer-based tool that measures semantic relatedness between units of language, ranging from
single words to sentences or whole texts. LSA uses a statistical technique that evaluates a large
corpus of texts and applies Singular Value Decomposition (similar to factor analysis) to create a
semantic space with 100’s of dimensions. This dimensional space reflects a probability matrix,
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which is then used to evaluate similarity between any two groups of words. The output of the
evaluation is a cosine ranging from 0 to 1, which indicates the semantic similarity of compared
groups of words within the semantic context of the selected semantic space (Graesser, WiemerHastings, P., Wiemer-Hastings, K., Harter, Person, & the TRG, 2000; Landauer & Dumais;
1997; Shapiro & McNamara, 2000).
A growing body of evidence supports the validity of LSA for evaluating semantic
relatedness. LSA relatedness cosines have been shown to reliably match human similarity
judgments in a variety of contexts (e.g., Landauer & Dumais, 1997; Magliano, Wiemer-Hastings,
Millis, Muñoz, and McNamara, 2002), including scoring based on comparisons to ideal answers
(Graesser et al., 2000).
In the current study, participants’ responses were compared to an ideal answer
constructed by integrating content from the casual model sentences in the text and adding content
that reflected inferences participants would need to connect concepts within and between texts.
The LSA options used were ‘General reading up to first year college (300 factors)’ for the
semantic space and the ‘one to many’ and ‘document to document’ options for the comparison
method. The LSA similarity score produced for each participant was used in the analysis as a
measure of comprehension.

Prior Knowledge Assessment
Participants’ prior knowledge was assessed using selected items from the Geoscience
Concept Inventory (GCI) (Libarkin & Anderson, 2005: Libarkin, Anderson, Deeds, & Callen,
2006). This assessment was designed to test entry-level college students understanding of the
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geosciences. The inventory was developed by first identifying potential questions through
analysis of student interviews and responses to open ended questionnaires. Questions were then
validated through a process involving external review by scientists and educators, and pilot
testing with over 5000 students. A subset of the inventory was selected in consultation with a
content area expert (a professor of geology). The items used in the current study can be viewed
in Appendix F.

Questionnaire

In addition to collecting demographic information, the questionnaire included items
targeting readers’ prior knowledge and interest in the topic of tsunamis and other topics
addressed in the texts (e.g., plate tectonics, Fukushima) to allow for additional analyses (See
Appendix G).

ACT Scores
Permission to access participant’s American College Testing (ACT) reading
comprehension and science assessments was requested to allow for future exploratory analyses.

Procedure

Sessions consisted of groups of up to 10 participants at a time. Participants were assigned
to a task condition as they arrived at the session following a counterbalance scheme, which also
assigned a text presentation order. Participants received a paper and pencil packet specific to
their condition. Although printed instructions were provided in the packets, the experimenter
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provided an overview of the contents of the packet to familiarize participants with the
instructions and provide the opportunity to ask questions. The first page of the packet contained
the task prompt specific to the participant’s task condition (e.g., “Your goal is to read to
understand destructive tsunamis”). To encourage participants to encode the task instructions, the
next page of the packet asked participants to verify their understanding of the task by writing
down the reading goal. Specifically they were asked to complete the statement “Your task is to
read to _________”. Participants were explicitly instructed that they could refer back to the prior
page if they could not recall the missing information.
The three texts appeared on the following pages in the order consistent with the assigned
counterbalance scheme. A reminder of the reading goal was printed in the header section for
each text. After reading the texts, participants completed the sentence judgment task. Studies in
which relevance or importance ratings are collected often have participants read texts prior to
rating them (e.g., Lehman, Schraw, McCrudden, & Hartley, 2007; Mills, Diehl, Birkmire, &
Mou, 1995; Schraw et al., 1993). In the current study, this method was considered optimal
because readers’ may need exposure to content presented later in the texts in order to identify
that earlier content was relevant. This is likely a common situation with multiple document
reading. For example, in multiple document sets that provide a causal explanation, one document
may provide information about one segment of a causal chain (e.g., A → B) without connecting
it to the outcome, while a subsequent document may provide a connection of B to the outcome.
Thus, without reading ‘B→ Outcome’ first, readers may not recognize the relevance of ‘A → B’.
After completing the relevance judgment task, participants responded to the question about how
they made their relevance judgments.
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Next participants completed the distractor task followed by the free recall task. Prior to
the recall task, participants’ packets were collected so they would be unable to view the texts
during the recall task. Participants were provided blank sheets of lined paper with the following
instructions: “In this task we are interested in what people remember from the texts. Using the
blank pages provided, please recall as much of the texts as you can. Please take as much time as
you need to write down everything you can remember, whether or not it was relevant to your
task.” Afterwards, the recall protocols were collected and participants were given the final packet.
Participants first completed the comprehension task, responding to the following prompt: “Each
of the texts you read contained some information about the causes of destructive tsunamis. In the
space below, please write an explanation of how certain types of earthquakes can cause a
tsunami and how different factors can influence how destructive a tsunami will be on land.
Please include as many details in your explanation as you can remember from the texts.” After
writing their explanation, participants completed the topic specific interest and prior knowledge
items, the Geoscience Concept Inventory items followed by demographic items. Once the final
packet was completed, participants were asked if they would consent to provide access to their
ACT records and were then debriefed and thanked for their participation.

Results and Discussion
For all analyses, participants’ scores on the Geoscience Concept Inventory and their
counterbalance condition for text presentation were included as covariates. Each ANCOVA was
followed by planned comparisons using Tukey HSD.
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Of the seventy-seven participants, only sixty-eight were included in the analyses (n by
task condition: Low=24, Moderate=23, High=21). Six participants were excluded because their
recall consisted entirely of a recounting of how they did the math problems in the distractor task.
One participant received the packets out of order and saw the comprehension question prior to
reading. Another participant’s responses were illegible. Finally, one participant responded to the
task verification question by stating the task instructions for a condition to which they were not
assigned (i.e., stated, “Understand the Texts”, when they were assigned to “Understand the
causes of destructive tsunamis”. Additionally, outliers greater than 3 standard deviations above
their group mean for any given outcome were removed that analysis. Although there is a great
deal of debate regarding the removal of outliers, outliers can inflate error rates and distort
parameter and statistic estimates with both parametric and nonparametric tests (Osbourne &
Overbay, 2004; Zimmerman, 1994). Osborne and Overbay (2004) found that removing extreme
outliers (z>=3) had a beneficial effect for correlations, t-tests and ANOVAs, increasing accuracy
of estimates and reducing errors of inference.

Preliminary Analyses

For the relevance judgments, there were missing judgments for 10 participants (a total of
16 missing judgments, with a maximum of three missing judgments for a single participant out
of 105 judgments). In order to calculate the within-group agreement score, missing values were
imputed using the Amelia multiple imputation R package (Honaker, King & Blackwell, 2011).
An analysis was conducted to explore whether task affected the frequency of judging a
sentence as relevant. There was a main effect of task, F(2,59)=20.44, MSE=303.98, p<.001,
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η2=.401. Comparisons using Tukey HSD showed that participants in the low specificity
condition (M=71.56 ,SE=3.68 ) judged more sentences as relevant than participants in the
moderate (M=45.80, SE=3.79, p<.001 ) or high specificity conditions (M=39.43, SE=3.82,
p<.001).
A preliminary coding of participants’ explanations of how they made their relevance
judgments suggested that participants in the moderate specificity condition may have
spontaneously activated a causal explanation schema despite the lack of a causal schema cue in
their task instructions. Ten of the twenty-two participants in the moderate specificity condition
mentioned looking for causes of tsunamis or what makes them destructive. For example, one
participant stated, “Understanding destructive tsunamis could mean the effects after one or what
causes one so the goal made it difficult to decide on some sentences. I looked for specific things
that caused a tsunami and things that were effected afterwards,” while another stated, “I was
looking for things about what causes tsunamis, what makes the worst ones as bad as they were.”

Relevance Judgments

Two analyses were conducted to assess how task specificity influences relevance
judgments. One analysis looked at the influence of task on agreement with the two expert models
and the other looked as the effect of task on within-group agreement. Covariate adjusted means
and standard errors for each outcome are shown by model and task specificity condition in Table
3.
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Table 3
Experiment 1 Covariate Adjusted Means and Standard Errors by Model and Task Condition
Causal Model
DV

Low

Relevance judgments
Expert model
agreement
0.04 (.03)
Within-group
agreement
0.74 (.02)
Recalls
Memory
0.04 (.01)
Integration
0.88 (.30)
Comprehension Question
Comprehension 0.62 (.02)

Text-based Model

Moderate

High

Low

Moderate

High

0.33 (.04)

0.36 (.04)

0.05 (.03)

-0.10 (.03)

-0.11 (.03)

0.83 (.02)

0.82 (.02)

-

-

-

0.05 (.02)
1.09 (.31)

0.09 (.02)
2.00 (.31)

0.07 (.01)
-

0.04 (.01)
-

0.05 (.01)
-

0.54 (.02)

0.63 (.02)

-

-

-

Note. Standard errors shown in parentheses.

Agreement with Expert Models
The two Kappa scores reflecting agreement of participants’ relevance judgments with the
two expert models (i.e., tsunami causal and text-based models) were entered into a 3 (Task) x 2
(Model) mixed ANCOVA with task as the between subjects variable. The following effects are
reported with covariate-adjusted means. There was a main effect of Model, with greater
agreement with the expert causal model (M=.22 , SE=.02 ) than with the expert text-based model
(M=-.06 , SE=.02 ), F(1,59)=7.35, MSE=.037, p=.009, η2=.057. Additionally, there was a main
effect of Task, F(2,59)=31.16, MSE=.006, p<.001, η2=.486, and a Model x Task interaction,
F(2,59)=28.61, MSE=.037, p<.001, η2=.445. Tukey HSD comparisons revealed that agreement
with the expert causal model was higher in the moderate and high specificity task conditions
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when compared to the low specificity task, but did not differ between the moderate and high
specificity tasks. There were no significant differences between task conditions for agreement
with the expert text-based model. Additionally, there was greater agreement with the expert
causal model than with the text-based model in the moderate (p<.001 ) and high (p<.001 )
specificity conditions but no difference in the low specificity condition. For the covariates; there
were no significant effects of counterbalance condition, however, there was a significant effect
of prior geoscience knowledge, F(1,59)=4.90, MSE=.006, p=.031, ç2=.031.
The results were most consistent with the Task Specificity hypothesis (H1a). The
predicted Model x Task interaction was found with greater causal model agreement in the
moderate and high specificity task relative to the low specificity task. Additionally, the greater
agreement with the expert causal model than with the expert text-based model in the moderate
and high specificity conditions suggests support for the hypothesis. However, inconsistent with
the hypothesis, the predicted differences between the moderate and high specificity tasks and
decreases in agreement with the text-based model were not found. For agreement with the expert
text-base model, the negative Kappas in the moderate and high specificity conditions suggest
disagreement, as might be expected. While, text-base agreement in the low specificity condition
was positive, it did not differ significantly from the other task conditions and reflected a very low
level of agreement with the expert model.

Within-group Agreement

Within-group agreement scores were entered in a one-way ANCOVA with Task as the
independent variable. There was a significant main effect of Task, F(2,59)=7.74, MSE=.007,
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p=.001, η2=.18. Tukey HSD comparisons indicated that within-group agreement was greater in
the high and moderate specificity tasks when compared to the low specificity task, with no
difference between the high and moderate specificity tasks. For the covariates; there was no
significant effect for any of the counterbalance conditions, however there was a significant effect
of prior geoscience knowledge, F(1,59)=4.87, MSE=.007, p=.031, ç2=.059.
The results are most consistent with the Task Specificity hypothesis (H1a). As predicted,
within-group agreement increased in the moderate and high specificity task relative to the low
specificity task. However, the predicted increase in the high specificity task relative to the
moderate specificity task was not found.

Memory for Text Content

To assess the influence of task on memory for the text, two recall scores were calculated
for each participant. The scores were based on target ideas selected from the two expert models.
There were 36 target ideas for each model. These target ideas can viewed in Appendix D.
Interrater reliability based of 17 % of the recalls indicated strong agreement (Kw= .807). The
remainder of the recalls were scored by a single judge. One participant in the moderate
specificity condition was excluded due to a causal model recall score greater than three standard
deviations above the group mean. The mean number of sentences in participants’ recalls was
10.75 (SE=.79). A one-way ANOVA revealed no significant differences between task conditions
for the number of recall sentences. The mean number of text-base target ideas recalled for the
three task conditions were: Low(M=2.27), Moderate(M=1.93), and High(M=1.74). The mean
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number causal model target ideas recalled were as follows: Low(M=1.25), Moderate(M=1.89),
and High(M=3.24).
Recall scores were entered in a 3 (Task) x 2 (Model) mixed ANCOVA with task as the
between subjects factor. There was a significant Model x Task interaction, F(2,58)=7.71,
MSE=.002, p=.001, η2=.192, but no main effect of Model or Task. Tukey HSD comparisons
indicated memory for causal model content was greater in the high specificity condition
compared to the low and moderate specificity conditions, however, there was no difference
between the moderate and low specificity conditions. Nor were there any differences in memory
for text-based content across the three task conditions. For the covariates; there was no
significant effect for any counterbalance condition, however, there was a significant effect of
prior geoscience knowledge, F(1,58)=1.50, MSE=.005, p=.002, η2=.140.
The results are mostly consistent with the Task Specificity hypotheses (H1b). The
predicted Model x Task interaction was found, with greater memory for causal model content in
the high specificity condition than in the moderate or low specificity conditions. However,
inconsistent with the hypothesis, memory for causal model content was not greater in the
moderate compared to the low specificity task, and agreement with the text-based model did not
decrease as a function of task specificity.

Integration in Recalls

The influence of task on across text integration of tsunami causal model information,
was assessed using the number of source switches in participants’ recalls. Interrater reliability
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based on 13% of the recalls indicated strong agreement (K =.815). The remainder of the recalls
were scored by a single judge. One participant in the moderate specificity condition was
excluded due to a score greater than three standard deviations above the group mean.
The source switch scores were entered in a one-way ANCOVA with task as the
independent variable. There was a main effect of Task, F(2,58)=3.86, MSE=1.99, p=.027,
η2=.099. Source switching was greater in the high specificity condition than in the low
specificity condition. No other comparisons between task conditions were significant. For the
covariates; there was a significant effect of prior geoscience knowledge, F(1,58)=11.10,
MSE=1.99, p=.002, η2=.142, but no effect for any counterbalance condition.
The results are again mostly consistent with the Task Specificity hypotheses (H1c). Task
influenced integration across texts as measured by source switches, but only in the high
specificity condition. Inconsistent with the hypothesis, integration did not differ between the
moderate and low specificity tasks, nor did it differ between the high and moderate specificity
tasks.

Comprehension

LSA scores reflecting comprehension of the causal model were entered in a one-way
ANCOVA with task as the independent variable. One participant in the high specificity condition
was excluded from the analysis due to a comprehension score three standard deviations lower
than the group mean. The mean number of sentences in participants’ explanations was 5.12
(SE=.36). A one-way ANOVA revealed no significant differences between task conditions for
the number of sentences in participants’ responses.
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There was a main effect of Task, F(2,58)=3.57, MSE=.012, p=.035, η2=.084. Causal
model comprehension was greater in the high specificity condition than in the moderate
specificity condition. However, there were no other significant differences between the low
specificity task when compared with the moderate or high specificity task conditions. These
results were not clearly consistent with either hypothesis. For the covariates; there was no
significant effect for any counterbalance condition, however, there was a significant effect of
prior geoscience knowledge, F(1,58)=15.78, MSE=.012, p<.001, η2=.185.

Experiment 1 Summary

Overall results were most consistent with the predictions of the Task Specificity
hypothesis. There was a consistent trend indicating that the outcomes related to the causal model
were greater in the high specificity condition than in the low specificity condition. These results
are consistent with prior research on relevance processing (e.g., Cerdán & Vidal-Abarca, 2008;
McCrudden & Schraw, 2007; Reynolds, 1992); differences in task instructions influenced what
readers identified as relevant and what they remembered from the texts.
However, some results were inconsistent with the Task Specificity hypothesis. Causal
model outcomes were greater in the moderate compared to the low specificity condition only for
the relevance judgments, and there were no differences between the high and moderate
specificity condition except for recall. It is important to note that a number of participants in the
moderate specificity condition may have spontaneously activated a causal explanation schema.
When describing the criteria they used in the relevance judgment task, nearly half of the
participants in the moderate specificity condition stated they looked for causes of tsunamis or
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tsunami destruction. Implications of these results in terms of the efficacy of schema and semantic
relevance cues and the lack of decreases in text-based processing will be discussed in greater
detail in the general discussion section.

CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENT 2

The Task Specificity hypothesis proposes that increased specificity in task instructions
should help readers construct a more coherent mental representation dominated by task relevant
information which would help readers to reactivate and integrate task relevant content from prior
texts during reading. Experiment 1 looked at how increases in task specificity affected readers’
identification of relevant text, memory, and integration across texts in participants’ recalls.
However, integration in recall protocols does not necessarily indicate that task specificity helped
readers to reactivate and integrate content across texts during reading. Experiment 2 used a
verbal protocol task to assess how task specificity influenced integration during moment-tomoment processing. In addition to the verbal protocol task, participants completed the same free
recall task, comprehension question, and questionnaire as in Experiment 1. All experimental
materials were presented in a computer-based format using Qualtrics survey software, rather than
the paper and pencil format used in Experiment 1.

Hypotheses and Predictions

Experiment 2 uses the verbal protocols, recall and comprehension outcomes to
investigate relationships between task specificity, processing and outcomes proposed by the two
hypotheses. The hypotheses and predictions for each outcome are shown in Table 4, organized
by the type of processing outcome they predict.

Table 4
Experiment 2 Predictions by Hypothesis
Hypotheses
H1b

The greater the specificity of the task
instructions, the greater the likelihood that
participants will remember content relevant to
the causal model and the less likely they will be
to remember content not germane to the causal
model.

H2b

Regardless of task instructions, sentences that
have a high degree of importance within the texts
will be remembered better than sentences that are
aligned with the causal model.

H1c

The greater the specificity of the task
instructions, the higher the likelihood that readers
will engage in both within and between text
integration related to the causal model afforded
by the texts

Memory for text content
Recall scores for target causal
idea units & text- base idea
units

Predictions
Interaction between Model and Task: As task,
specificity increases recall scores for causal model
idea units will increase while scores for text-based
idea units will decrease.

Recall scores for target causal
idea units & text- base idea
units

A main effect of Model: recall scores for textbase idea units will be greater than recall scores
for causal model idea units.

Integration
Number of source switches in
recalls

Protocols should show more source switching as
task specificity increases.

LSA similarity scores
reflecting overall moment-tomoment integration of textbased & tsunami causal
model content

Interaction between Model and Task: as task
specificity increases, integration of causal model
content will increase and integration of text-based
content will decrease

LSA similarity scores
reflecting moment-to-moment
integration of causal model
idea units.

As task specificity increases, moment-to-moment
integration of causal model content will increase
(both measures of overall and across text
integration).
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(continued on the following page)

Measure

Hypotheses

Measure

Predictions

Integration
H2c

Regardless of task instructions, integration of
ideas important to the text will be greater than
integration of ideas relevant to the causal
model embedded across texts, regardless of
instructions.

H1d

Greater specificity in task instructions should
facilitate comprehension of the causal model
afforded across texts.

H2d

Greater task specificity will not increase
processing of causal model content
sufficiently to increase comprehension of the
causal model across texts.

Number of source switches in
recalls

No effect of task condition on source
switching.

LSA similarity scores reflecting
overall moment-to-moment
integration of text-based &
tsunami causal model content

A main effect of Model: moment-tomoment integrative processing will be
greater for text-based content than for
causal model content.

LSA similarity scores reflecting
moment-to-moment integration of
causal model idea units across
texts

No effect of task on moment-to-moment
integration across texts

Comprehension
LSA comprehension score

LSA Comprehension Score

As task specificity increases,
comprehension scores will increase.

No effect of task on comprehension scores.
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Methods

Design

As in Experiment 1, analyses involved One-way ANCOVAs or 3 (Task) x 2 (Model)
mixed ANCOVAs with task as the between subjects independent variable followed by Tukey
HSD comparisons. In the mixed ANCOVAs, model reflects the calculation of two outcomes for
each participant based on alignment of their responses with two ideal models (i.e., relevance to
the tsunami causal model or text-based importance).

Participants

Sixty-eight participants were recruited from introductory psychology classes at Northern
Illinois University and received course credit for their participation.

Materials and Measures

Materials and measures were the same as used in Experiment 1, except that verbal
protocols were obtained instead of relevance judgments in order to assess integration during
moment-to-moment processing.
Verbal Protocols

Protocols were collected to obtain measures of the extent to which readers integrated text
content related to the two document models (i.e. text-based or tsunami causal model) during
moment-to-moment processing. Qualtrics survey software was used to collect the protocols. The
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interface was designed to mimic the Reading Strategy Assessment Tool (RSAT) (Magliano et al.,
2011), an experimental software designed to investigate comprehension processes during
moment-to-moment processing. Unfortunately, the tool was unavailable at the time of data
collection and a Qualtrics version was substituted to present the texts and collect protocols. As in
RSAT, the texts were presented one sentence at a time, and readers progressed through a text by
pressing the ‘next’ button to see the next sentence. Participants could only view the current
sentence and transitions to new paragraphs were marked by the phrase “NEW PARAGRAPH”.
This single sentence presentation format is typically used when researchers are interested in
responses that are primarily based on memory for the text.
After participants read a target sentence they were presented the prompt “What are you
thinking now?” This type of prompt is designed to elicit a response similar to those obtained
using think-aloud methods. Participants were instructed to respond to the prompt by reporting
their thoughts about their understanding of what they were reading.
At the beginning of the experiment, participants received an orientation to the ‘RSAT’
task, including instructions and a short practice text to familiarize them with reading one
sentence at a time and responding to the prompt “What are you thinking now?” If participants’
responses during the practice text were shorter than 15 characters, the following feedback was
presented: “We are interested in your thoughts about the texts, in your responses to the prompts,
please tell us more about your understanding of what you are reading”. Participants were then
required to write a longer response to continue. During the actual verbal protocol task,
participants were required to enter a response but there were no character limits or other criteria
for responses. Next, participants were presented with three examples of thoughts reported by
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participants in prior studies. These samples were selected to reflect combinations of different
types of processing (bridging, elaborations and paraphrasing). As such, they did not specifically
encourage integrative processing. Participants were then shown samples of types of responses
that were discouraged because they do not provide much information about how people think
about texts as they are reading (e.g., “ok”, “makes sense”, “this is boring”).
Prompt locations. Two sets of prompt locations were selected to assess the two
predictions of hypothesis H1c. Each set included two prompt locations per text. The first set was
selected to assess the interaction prediction of Hypothesis H1c, which states that as task
specificity increases, bridging to causal model idea units will increase and the bridging to textbased idea units will decrease. Locations were selected which afforded connections to both textbased and causal model information elsewhere in the texts. An example of this type of prompt
location is provided in Table 5. In the table, sentence 4 is the target sentence after which the
prompt “What are you thinking now?” appeared. The other sentences in the table are examples of
text sentences to which readers could reasonably make connections both within and across texts.
The model that each sentence aligns with is also shown. Because readers were given the
opportunity to read the text set once prior to the verbal protocol task, the sentences to which
readers could make connections may appear either before or after the prompt sentence in the
texts (this is discussed in greater detail in the procedures section).
These prompt locations provided an opportunity to assess the predicted interaction by
differentiating what is most accessible in the reader’s memory representation. For example, if
readers are more focused on tsunami causal information, this information will be more salient in

Table 5
Example Prompt Location with Potential Connections
Txt

Sent

Model

Sentences

Within text
3

1

TB

Early warning systems can help prevent loss of life and reduce the impact of natural disasters.

3

2

TB

An effective early warning system requires two components.

3

3

TB

First is the ability to predict the event in order to provide the earliest possible warning.

3

4

Prompt

3

5

TB

Effective early warning systems rely on the scientists’ learning more about natural disasters.

3

16

TB

3

17

TB

This information can be used to target warnings to areas that are the most in danger.
This information can also be used to help vulnerable communities prepare by developing disaster plans and improving infrastructure
to withstand disasters.

3

18

CM

One example is using information about the slope of the seafloor and the topography of the land to understand tsunami risks.

3

19

CM

Scientists have learned that both of these affect how destructive a tsunami will be in a particular area.

3

20

CM

The slope of the seafloor near the coast affects the height and speed of a tsunami wave on land.

CM

Natural barriers like cliffs, dunes or forests can help to stop the rush of water inland.

3
30
Across Text
2

16

CM

The second is understanding risks and vulnerabilities for specific areas so that communities understand these risks and can
take measures to be prepared.

Areas with higher elevation are typically safer from the destruction caused by a tsunami wave.

Much of Japan’s coastline is low and flat, making it prone to flooding from a tsunami.
2
18
CM
1
36
CM
For example, a thrust fault in a subduction zone can cause the sea floor to be pushed up suddenly.
Note. Prompt location indicated by gray shading. CM=aligned with causal model, TB= aligned with text-based importance.
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the readers’ memory and readers will be more likely to produce tsunami related information from
other sentences in their responses than text-based information. Thus, after reading sentence 4,
readers should more likely to reactivate and mention tsunami related content (e.g., content in
sentences 18, 19, 20 or 30). For example, a participant might reactivate content from sentence 18
and state that they are thinking that “the slope of the seafloor can make some places more
vulnerable to tsunamis.” In contrast, if readers are more focused on text-based content,
participants will be more likely to produce important text-based information from elsewhere in
the text (e.g., content in sentences 1, 2, 3, 5, 16 or 17). For example, a participant might
reactivate content from sentence 1 or 2 and state that they were thinking “prediction and
understanding are key components of warning systems.”
A second set of prompt locations were selected to assess the second prediction of
Hypothesis H1C, which states that integration of causal model information across texts will
increase as a function of task specificity. For this set, locations were selected that afforded
integration of causal model information across texts (i.e., texts other than the one in which the
prompt appeared). While it was not actually included in this set of prompt locations, the example
shown in Table 5 illustrates this type of prompt location. The last three sentences in the table
show potential connections that a reader focused on the tsunami causal model might make across
texts after reading the prompt sentence. For example, a participant might make a connection
across texts (e.g., text 2 sentence 18) and report a thought like “places at a higher elevation will
be less vulnerable to a tsunami”. Appendix C shows all text sentences and indicates all prompt
locations used for both sets. An additional ‘filler’ prompt location was also included in each text
at a sentence that was completely unrelated to the causal model
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Verbal protocols scoring. As with the comprehension question responses, verbal
protocols were scored using latent semantic analysis (LSA) (Landauer & Dumais, 1997;
Landauer et al., 1998). The output of the evaluation is a cosine ranging from 0 to 1, indicating
the semantic similarity of compared groups of words. A growing body of research
shows that LSA scores can support inferences about processing when participant protocols are
compared with semantic benchmarks that reflect different sources of information (Magliano &
Millis, 2003; Magliano, et al., 2002; Millis, Magliano & Todaro, 2006). Semantic benchmarks
are groups of words or sentences, containing content that participants might produce if they
engaged in specific types of processing. For example, in studies examining local vs. integrative
processing (Magliano & Millis, 2003; Magliano et al., 2002; Millis et al., 2006), the semantic
benchmark for local processing is the current sentence while the semantic benchmark for
integrative processing would include prior text sentences to which readers could make
connections (e.g., causal antecedents). The logic is, that the more participants are thinking about
these prior sentences (i.e., engaging in integrative processing), the more this content will be
included in their protocols resulting in higher LSA similarity cosines when the protocols are
compared with the ‘integrative’ semantic benchmark. LSA cosines produced using benchmarks
reflecting integrative processing have been shown to align well with human judgments
(Magliano, et al., 2002), and are also predictive of responses to comprehension questions (Millis
et al., 2006), recall (Magliano & Millis, 2003) and even assessments of comprehension skill such
as the Nelson-Denny (Millis et al., 2006).
In the current study, LSA was used to assess integrative processing related to text-based
and tsunami causal model content in the texts. For each comparison, the LSA options utilized
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were the ‘General reading up to first-year college (300 factors)’for the semantic space, and the
‘one to many’ and ‘document to document’ options for the comparison method. For the set of
prompt locations that afforded both text-based and causal model bridging, protocols were
compared to two semantic benchmarks based on the previously defined expert models (e.g., textbased and tsunami causal model). All sentences rated as high importance to the texts were
included in the text-based semantic benchmark while all sentences of high relevance to the
tsunami causal model were included in the causal model benchmark. The prompt sentence for
each set of protocols was always removed from the benchmarks as it would reflect local rather
than integrative processing. Thus, each participant had a ‘text-based’ and a ‘causal model’
similarity cosine for each prompt location in this set.
A different semantic benchmark was utilized to obtain similarity scores for the set of
prompt locations selected to examine integration of causal model information across documents.
For each prompt location, the semantic benchmark included only sentences relevant to the causal
model that were not in the same text as the prompt sentence (i.e., sentences from different texts).

Procedure

Sessions were run with groups of up to seven participants at a time and participants were
assigned to a task and text presentation order condition as they arrived. The experimental
materials were presented entirely in Qualtrics. However, participants were first given a verbal
overview of the tasks they would complete during the experiment. Once they logged into
Qualtrics, participants completed the orientation and practice text for the verbal protocol task.
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Next, participants were presented with their reading goal. Participants were then asked to
scroll down to answer a question intended to encourage participants to encode the goal.
Specifically they were asked to complete the statement “Your task is to read to _________.”.
Participants could scroll up to view the goal again, but were not explicitly told they could do so.
Next, the three texts were presented in a paragraph format. Participants were instructed to
read the texts while keeping their goal in mind. As in Experiment 1, the goal was printed at the
top of each text and the order of text presentation was counterbalanced. There were several
reasons for permitting participants to view the texts once prior to collecting verbal protocols.
First, participants were allowed to do so before making relevance judgments in Experiment 1.
Second, an initial exposure to the texts was considered especially important for investigating
how task specificity influences integration in a multiple document situation. As described in
Experiment 1, readers may often need exposure to content presented in later texts in order to
identify that earlier content is relevant to the causal explanation. A final reason is that prior work
with single expository texts suggests that during an initial reading of a difficult text, readers may
allocate more resources to basic processes like propositional assembly, but during re-reading,
may allocate more resources to integrative processes (Millis, Simon, & tenBroek, 1998).
Additionally, readers seem to re-read strategically, focusing on problematic areas in their
understanding, and show better memory for important information after the second reading
(Millis & King, 2001). Readers may not always opt to re-read difficult texts on their own, or may
strategically search instead of engaging in a complete re-reading of the texts. However, for the
purposes of this experiment, maximizing the opportunity for readers to integrate across
documents allows for a better assessment of the influence of task specificity. An opportunity to
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re-read should maximize integration of the text content the reader is focused on. Thus, if task
instructions influence readers to focus more on a text-based understanding, maximizing the
opportunity for integration should only increase integration of important text-based content
within documents.
After reading the texts once, participants then viewed the texts again presented one
sentence at a time. Prior to the task, participants were reminded they would see the prompt
“What are you thinking now?” appear after some sentences in the texts and that they were to
respond to the prompts by typing whatever thoughts come to mind about their understanding of
what they are reading. Again, a reminder of the reading goal appeared prior to each text.
After the verbal protocol task, participants completed a distractor task consisting of 18
math problems (addition, subtraction, multiplication and division). Participants were provided a
blank sheet of paper for calculations and typed responses into Qualtrics. After five minutes,
participants were automatically directed to instructions for the recall task. As in Experiment 1,
the recall task was followed by the comprehension question task, the Geoscience Concept
Inventory and questionnaire. After completing the tasks, participants were asked about consent
for access to their ACT records and were then debriefed and thanked for their participation.

Results and Discussion

Of the sixty-eight participants who participated, sixty-three were retained for analyses (n
by task condition: Low=21, Moderate=22, High=20). Five participants were excluded because
they did not complete two or more of the outcome measures and/or provided responses reflecting
non-compliance (e.g., pasted content copied from text screen as a response, responses completely
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unrelated to texts). All analyses included participants’ scores on the Geoscience Concept
Inventory and their counterbalance condition for text presentation as covariates and were
followed by Tukey HSD comparisons. Covariate adjusted means and standard errors for each
outcome are shown by task condition in Table 6.

Table 6
Experiment 2 Covariate Adjusted Means and Standard Error by Model and Task Condition
Causal Model
Text-based Model
DV
Low
Moderate
High
Low
Moderate
High

Recalls
Memory
Integration

0.03 (.01)
0.42 (.27)

0.05 (.01)
1.65 (.25)

Integration during moment-to-moment processing
Overall Integration
0.24 (.01)
0.25 (.01)
Across-text
Integration
0.28 (.02)
0.28 (.02)
Within-text
Integration
0.28 (.02)
0.30 (.02)

0.07 (.01)
1.22 (.26)

0.07 (.01)
-

0.06 (.01)
-

0.07 (.01)
-

0.27 (.01)

0.29 (.01)

0.27 (.01)

0.29 (.01)

0.29 (.02)

-

-

-

0.33 (.02)

-

-

-

0.60 (.03)

-

-

-

Comprehension Question
Comprehension
0.55 (.03)
0.56 (.03)
Note. Standard errors are shown in parentheses

Memory for Text Content

Recall scores related to the two models were calculated using the same methods as in
Experiment 1. Two participants were removed due to outlier scores greater than three standard
deviations above their group mean (one from the low and the other from the moderate specificity
condition). The mean number of sentences in participants’ recalls was 8.7 (SE=.64). A one-way
ANOVA revealed no significant differences between task conditions for the number of recall
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sentences. The mean number of text-base target ideas recalled for the three task conditions were:
Low(M=2.40), Moderate(M=2.00), and High(M=2.35). The mean number of causal model target
ideas recalled were as follows: Low(M=1.25), Moderate(M=1.60), and High(M=2.6).
Recall scores were entered in a 3 (Task) x 2 (Model) mixed ANCOVA with task as the
between subjects factor. There was a significant Model x Task interaction F(2,52)=3.68,
MSE=.004, p=.032, η2=.119, and no main effect of Model or Task. Tukey HSD comparisons
indicated memory for causal model content was greater in the high specificity condition
compared to the low, with no other significant differences between task conditions. There were
no differences in memory for text-based content across the three task conditions. Finally,
memory for text-based content was greater than memory for causal model content in the low
specificity condition. However, there were no differences between memory for the two types of
content in moderate and high specificity tasks. For the covariates, there was no significant effect
of the counterbalance condition or prior geoscience knowledge.
The results are most consistent with the Task Specificity hypotheses (H1b). The predicted
Model x Task interaction was found, with greater memory for causal model content in the high
specificity condition than in the low specificity condition. However, inconsistent with the
hypothesis, the predicted increase in the high compared to the moderate specificity task was not
found as it was in Experiment 1. Again, the predicted difference in memory for causal model
content between the moderate and low specificity task, and the predicted decreases in memory
for text-based content were not found.
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Integration
As in Experiment 1, the number of switches between text sources in participants’ recall
protocols, were analyzed as a measure of integration of causal model content across texts.
However, in Experiment 2, verbal protocols were also collected to provide an assessment of
integration during moment-to-moment processing. Outcomes related to the verbal protocols were
used to assess moment-to-moment integration of causal model content across texts and overall
integration (both within and across texts) related to both text-based and causal model content.

Source Switches

The number of switches between text sources in the recalls were entered in a one-way
ANCOVA with task as the between subjects factor. There was a main effect of Task,
F(2,53)=5.63, MSE=1.36, p=.006, η2=.150. Tukey HSD comparisons showed that there were
more sources switches in the moderate compared to the low specificity task, with no other
differences between task conditions. For the covariates there was a significant effect for
counterbalance condition 5 (Early Warning Systems, Plate Tectonics, Are Nuclear Plants Really
Safe?), F(1,53)=4.97, MSE=1.36, p=.030, η2=.066 and the effect of geoscience prior knowledge
approached significance F(1,53)=3.95, MSE=1.36, p=.052, η2=.053.
The results are most consistent with the Task Specificity hypothesis (H1c). Task
influenced source switching, but only in the moderate specificity condition. Inconsistent with the
hypothesis, integration did not differ between the high and low specificity tasks, nor did it differ
between the high and moderate specificity. These results also diverge from those found in
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Experiment 1 where source switching was found to be greater in the high compared to the low
specificity condition with no other differences between task conditions.

Verbal Protocols

Two analyses were conducted, one assessed the influence of task on moment-to-moment
integration of text-based and causal model content and the other assessed moment-to-moment
causal model integration across texts.
Text-based and causal model integration. LSA scores representing integration of textbased & causal model content were entered in a 3 (Task) x 2 (Model) mixed ANCOVA with task
as the between subjects factor.
There was a significant Model x Task interaction, F(2,54)=3.32, MSE=.001, p=.043,
η2=.100, but no main effects of Model or Task. Tukey HSD comparisons indicated that there
were no significant differences in integration between task conditions for either the causal model
or text-based content. However, text-based integration was greater than causal model integration
in the low specificity condition, with no differences between the two models for the moderate or
high specificity tasks. For the covariates, there was no significant effect of geoscience prior
knowledge. However, there was a significant effect of counterbalance condition 5(Early Warning
Systems, Plate Tectonics, Are Nuclear Plants Really Safe), F(1,54)=5.98, MSE=.006, p=.018,
η2=.087.
The results are only partly consistent with the Task Specificity hypothesis (H1c).
Although the predicted Model x Task interaction was found and the direction of the means for
causal model integration are in the predicted direction, the results of the Tukey HSD
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comparisons indicated there were no significant differences between the task conditions for
either causal model or text-based integration.
Causal model integration across texts. LSA scores representing integration of causal
model content across texts were entered in a one-way ANCOVA with task as the between
subjects variable. There was no main effect of task, and Tukey comparisons showed no
differences between task conditions. For the covariates; there was no effect of geoscience prior
knowledge and for counterbalance conditions there was a significant effect only for condition 5
(Early Warning Systems, Plate Tectonics, Are Nuclear Plants Really Safe), F(1,54)=7.53,
MSE=.004, p=.008, η2=.113. These results are most consistent with the Text Structure Salience
hypothesis (H2c).
Additional analysis of within-text integration. An additional analysis was conducted to
supplement the findings related to moment-to-moment integration. In the analysis comparing
overall integration of text-based and causal model content, there was a significant Model x Task
interaction, but no significant differences between task conditions for either text-based or causal
model integration. The outcome measures for that analysis captured overall integration (i.e., both
within and across texts). The second analysis focused only on causal model integration across
texts and showed no effect of task. However, task may have had an effect on within-text
integration. This follow-up analysis compared the influence of task on within and across text
causal model integration. LSA scores were obtained for within-text integration related to the
causal model using benchmarks that contained all causal model sentences from the same text as
the prompt. The LSA scores for causal model integration within and across texts were entered in
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a 3 (Task) x 2 (Distance: across texts, within texts) mixed ANCOVA with task as the between
subjects factor.
There was a significant Model x Distance interaction, F(2,54)=3.63, MSE=.001, p=.033,
η2=.112. Tukey HSD comparisons showed within-text integration was greater in the high
specificity condition compared to the moderate and low specificity conditions. Additionally,
within-text integration was greater than across text integration in the high specificity condition,
but there were no differences between these in low and moderate specificity conditions. For the
covariates; there was no effect of geoscience prior knowledge and for counterbalance conditions
there was a significant effect only for condition 5 (Early Warning Systems, Plate Tectonics, Are
Nuclear Plants Really Safe), F(1,54)=8.07, MSE=.012, p=.006, η2=.118 .
The results are consistent with the Task Specificity hypothesis (H1c). Participants in the
high specificity condition engaged in more within-text integration of causal model content than
did participants with the moderate or low specificity tasks.

Comprehension

LSA scores reflecting comprehension of the causal model were entered in a one-way
ANCOVA with task as the independent variable. The mean number of sentences in participants’
responses was 3.30 (SE=.26). A one-way ANOVA revealed no significant differences between
task conditions for the number of sentences in participants’ responses. One participant was
excluded in the moderate specificity condition because their response was "I put it in the last
one".
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There was no main effect of task, and Tukey HSD comparisons showed no differences
between task conditions. For the covariates, there was no significant effect of prior geoscience
knowledge. However, there was a significant effect for several of the counterbalance conditions:
condition 3 (Are Nuclear Plants Really Safe?, Plate Tectonics, Early Warning Systems),
F(1,53)=5.86, MSE=.021, p=.019, η2=.076); condition 4 (Are Nuclear Plants Really Safe?, Early
Warning Systems, Plate Tectonics), F(1,53)=5.27, MSE=.021, p=.026, η2=.068, and condition 5
(Early Warning Systems,

Plate Tectonics, Are Nuclear Plants Really Safe?), F(1,53)=6.72,

MSE=.021, p=.012, η2=.087. These results are most consistent with the Text Structure Salience
hypothesis (H2c).

Experiment 2 Summary

Overall results were most consistent with the predictions of the Task Specificity
hypothesis with the exception of the outcomes related to comprehension and moment-to-moment
integration across texts. For the other outcomes, there was a consistent trend indicating that the
outcomes related to the causal model were greater in the high specificity condition than in the
low specificity condition, with the exception of source switching. Integration as measured by
source switching was greater in the moderate compared to the low specificity condition only.
These source switching results diverged from those found in Experiment 1, which showed more
source switching in the high compared to the low specificity condition. Implications of these
results in terms of the efficacy of schema and semantic relevance cues and the lack of decreases
in text-based processing will be discussed in greater detail in the general discussion section.

CHAPTER 5
GENERAL DISCUSSION

Reading in academic settings is typically grounded in a task or purpose (Cerdán & VidalAbarca, 2008; Rouet & Britt, 2011; Snow & the RAND Reading Study Group, 2002) and
relevance processing is an important aspect of task-oriented reading (McCrudden & Schraw,
2007; Reynolds, 1992). However, more research is needed to understand how relevance
processing affects learning from multiple documents, particularly integration across documents.
Prior work has shown that some, but not all, types of tasks influence multiple document
integration and comprehension (e.g., Bråten & Strømsø, 2009; Gil et al., 2010; Stadtler et al.,
2011; Wiley et al., 2009; Wiley & Voss, 1999). However, only a few studies have investigated
how relevance processing influences memory for text content (e.g., Anmarkrud et al., 2013) and
integration (Cerdan, 2005; Cerdan & Vidal-Abarca, 2008) in a multiple document context.
The goal of this dissertation was to explore how differences in task specificity influence
different aspects of multiple document processing including; 1) readers’ identification of text
relevant to a causal model afforded across texts, 2) integration of text content in the moment , 3)
content and organization of readers’ memory for the texts and 4) comprehension of the causal
model. Three task conditions varied in the specificity of the relevance cues they provided to
guide processing. A low specificity task provided no relevance cues to guide processing. A
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moderate specificity task provided only semantic cues, and a high specificity task provided
semantic cues and a schema cue to help readers activate a causal model schema. Additionally,
the extent to which increases in task specificity shifted readers’ away from processing important
text-based content was also explored (e.g., Schraw et al., 1993).
The Task Specificity hypothesis proposed that as task specificity increased, identification
of relevant text, memory, and integration related to causal model content would increase, while
processing and outcomes related to text-based importance would decrease, resulting in increased
comprehension of the causal model across texts. In contrast, the Text Structure Salience
hypothesis proposed that readers would have difficulty disengaging from familiar strategies
based on attending to text-based importance. Thus, it proposed that text-based importance would
exert greater influence on readers’ judgments of relevance, memory, and integration regardless
of the specificity of task instructions, resulting in no increases in comprehension of the causal
model as a result of task specificity.
While the results did not strictly conform to the predicted patterns, they were mostly
consistent with the Task Specificity hypothesis (predicted and actual results can be viewed in
Table 7). First, consider the outcomes measuring moment-to-moment processing. For
participants’ relevance judgments, within-group agreement and agreement with the expert causal
model increased as a function of task specificity. With respect to moment-to-moment integration
(i.e., verbal protocol data), there was more within-text integration of causal model content as a
function of task specificity. However, there was no effect of task specificity on causal model
integration across texts. These results suggest that integrative processing in the moment may be
constrained to the text readers are currently processing.

Table 7
Summary of Predictions and Results by Hypothesis for All Outcomes
DV's

Experiment

Relevance judgments
Expert model
Exp1
agreement

Within group
agreement

Memory
Target ideas by
model

Exp1

Exp 1

Exp 2

Hypothesis

Prediction

Support

Results

Effective
relevance
Cue

Task Specificity

CM: High>Mod>Low

Partial

CM: High>Low, Mod>Low, High=Mod

Semantic

TB: Low>Mod>High

TB: Low=Mod=High

Text Structure Salience

Effect of Model: TB>CM

No

Effect of Model: CM>TB

Task Specificity

High>Mod>Low

Partial

High>Low, Mod>Low, High=Mod

Semantic

Text Structure Salience

High=Mod=Low

Partial

Task Specificity

CM: High>Mod>Low
TB: Low>Mod>High

Partial

CM: High>Low, Mod=Low, High>Mod
TB: Low=Mod=High

Schema

Text Structure Salience

Effect of Model: TB>CM

No

Effect of Model: TB=CM

Task Specificity

CM: High>Mod>Low

Partial

CM: High>Low, Mod=Low, High=Mod

TB: Low>Mod>High

Integration
(recall source
switches)

Exp 1

Exp 2

Schema

TB: Low=Mod=High

Text Structure Salience

Effect of Model: TB>CM

No

Effect of Model: TB=CM

Task Specificity

High>Mod>Low

Partial

High>Low, Mod=Low, High=Mod

Schema

Text Structure Salience

High=Mod=Low

Partial

Task Specificity

High>Mod>Low

Partial

High=Low, Mod>Low, High=Mod

Semantic

Text Structure Salience

High=Mod=Low

Partial
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(continued on the following page)

DV's

Experiment

Hypothesis

Prediction

Support

Results

Task Specificity

Model x Task interaction

Partial

significant Model x Task: η2=.100

Effective
relevance
Cue

Moment-to-moment integration
Overall
integration by
model

Across text
integration (CM)

*Within text
integration (CM)

Exp 2

CM: High>Mod>Low
TB: Low>Mod>High

Exp 2

Exp 2

CM: High=Mod=Low
TB: Low=Mod=High

Neither

Text Structure Salience

Effect of Model: TB>CM

No

Effect of Model: TB=CM

Task Specificity

High>Mod>Low

No

High=Mod=Low

Neither

Text Structure Salience

High=Mod=Low

Supported

Task Specificity

High>Mod>Low

Partial

High>Low, Mod=Low, High>Mod

Schema

Text Structure Salience

High=Mod=Low

Partial

Task Specificity

High>Mod>Low

Partial

High=Low, Mod=Low, High>Mod

Neither

Text Structure Salience

High=Mod=Low

Partial

Task Specificity

High>Mod>Low

No

High=Mod=Low

Neither

Comprehension
Comp score

Exp 1

Exp 2

Text Structure Salience
High=Mod=Low
Supported
Note. * Analysis of within-text integration was post-hoc. CM=causal model related outcomes TB=text-based outcomes. High, Mod, & Low refer to the high,
moderate and low specificity tasks.
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Participants recall results were also mostly consistent with the Task Specificity
hypothesis. Memory for causal model content increased as a function of task specificity. In
contrast to the results for moment-to-moment across text integration, task specificity did increase
integration across texts as measured by source switching in the recall protocols. However, the
results of the comprehension measure were inconsistent with the hypothesis, increased
specificity in the high and moderate specificity tasks did not increase comprehension relative to
the low specificity task. Given that the comprehension question was completed near the end of
the study after several other tasks (i.e., recall and either the relevance judgment or verbal
protocol task), these results could be due to fatigue effects or because participants avoided
reproducing content that they already produced in a previous task (Wiley, Steffens, Britt &
Griffin, 2014). It would be valuable to re-run the study eliminating these factors. While, the
inclusion of the recall task was necessary in the current study to test the predictions of the two
hypotheses regarding memory, the study could be re-run without the recall task. This would be
important to obtaining a clearer understanding of the effects of task specificity on multiple
document processing and comprehension.
While results for most outcomes were consistent with the Task Specificity hypothesis in
terms of increased processing related to the causal explanation, the hypothesis also predicted
decreases in text-based processing as task specificity increased. Inconsistent with the prediction,
these decreases in text-based outcomes were not found for relevance judgments, recall, or
moment-to-moment integration. These results suggest support for a weaker form of the Text
Structure Salience hypothesis. This finding is consistent with the results of Schraw et al. (1993),
who found that with single texts, readers still attended to and remembered content that was of
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high importance to the text even though the results indicated they had engaged in task-based
relevance processing (i.e., attended to and remembered content relevant to their perspective
instructions). Schraw and colleagues proposed that readers may use text-based and task-based
criteria interactively to allocate their resources during reading, switching to criteria based on
text-based importance when text content is of low relevance to their task (Schraw et al, 1993;
Schraw, 1996). Another possibility is that readers may need to comprehend text-based
information at some level in order to engage in task-based relevance processing, at least when
tasks require constructing a complex understanding of a topic. The current results do suggest that
this attention to important text-based content influenced memory, and moment-to-moment
integration. However, it is unclear whether this allocation of resources to text-based content had
an impact on participants’ processing of task-relevant content. One potential limitation is that the
hierarchical structure analysis (Meyer, 1985) used to define the expert text-base model has not
previously been used in the context of examining participants’ importance judgments although it
has been used as an apriori method of determining sentence importance to predict recalls and
reading times (Meyer et al., 1980, Meyer & Ray, 2011). The Kappa score reflecting the
agreement of participants judgments with the expert text-based model (which was based on the
hierarchical structure analysis) was low (k=.05), however participants’ within-group agreement
was reasonable (scaled point biserial correlation=.74). It is unclear if the low agreement with the
expert model relates to participants’ skill in using structure-based strategies to identify text
importance, if participants utilized a different strategy, or if seductive details played a role.
What have we learned about multiple document integration and relevance processing?
Increasing the specificity of task instructions can influence various aspects of multiple document
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processing. Consistent with the Goal Focusing Model (McCrudden & Schraw, 2007) and MDTRACE model (Rouet & Britt, 2011), the results show that relevance cues in task instructions
influence identification of relevant text, memory and some types of integration. Which type of
relevance cue was more effective? The Task Specificity hypothesis proposed that adding a cue to
activate a causal discourse schema (e.g., Meyer, et al., 1980; Meyer & Ray, 2011) would help
readers to construct a more focused task model (Rouet & Britt, 2011), and that this would
increase processing and outcomes related to the causal model across texts relative to a task that
provided only semantic cues. The results indicated that semantic cues in the task instruction were
sufficient for helping readers to identify relevant text. However, adding a causal schema cue was
more effective for increasing memory and within-text integration during moment-to-moment
processing. In Experiment 1, the schema cue also increased integration across texts in
participants’ recalls, however, Experiment 2 suggested the semantic cue alone was effective. It is
important to keep in mind that some participants in the moderate specificity condition appeared
to be spontaneously activating a causal schema, as revealed by the relevance criteria explanations
collected in Experiment 1. Additionally, McCrudden et al. (2010) found evidence suggesting that
people can respond differently to the same task instructions, utilizing different strategies and
criteria in their approach to relevance processing. Individual differences in the extent that readers
adopted a casual schema could have varied across experiments affecting performance. Overall,
the results suggest that a structural schema cue can help to guide the construction of a coherent
mental representation in a multiple documents context as it does in single text contexts (e.g.,
Meyer, et al., 1980; Meyer & Ray, 2011). The extent to which other types of structural schema
cues influence multiple document processing is an open question. However, prior work has
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demonstrated that instructions to write an argument increase comprehension and integration
across documents (e.g., Bråten & Strømsø, 2009; Gil et al., 2010; Stadtler et al., 2011; Wiley et
al., 2009; Wiley & Voss, 1999).
The results also provide indirect support for MD-TRACE model (Rouet & Britt, 2011)
suggesting that differences in task instructions lead to differences in the task models readers
construct, affecting strategic processing and the content and organization of their mental
representation of the texts. However, these results do not provide direct evidence of the nature of
these mental representations. The results also provide additional support for the Goal Focusing
Model (McCrudden & Schraw, 2007) in a multiple documents context. Consistent with prior
research on relevance processing in multiple documents, the results indicate that tasks can affect
allocation of attention and memory for task-relevant content (Anmarkrud et al., 2013) and also
integration (Cerdan & Vidal-Abarca, 2008). However, the results also suggest that the Goal
Focusing model might be extended to consider whether the impact of relevance processing
manifests in the moment or after reading. For example, the current data raised questions about
when integration across texts occurs. While, participants’ recalls showed that increased task
specificity influenced integration across texts, there was no evidence that it affected integration
across texts during moment-to-moment processing. Rapp and Mensink (2011) have proposed
that divergence between online and offline measures can be related to differences in how tasks
implicitly direct attention to certain content. For example, the presentation of one sentence at a
time in a verbal protocol task, may encourage attention to local text (e.g., within text content).
Another possible explanation is that integration across texts arises primarily during retrieval. It
may be that, in the moment, local text content is more highly activated than more distal content
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due to recency or because there are stronger connections between the current sentence and local
content in the readers memory representation (e.g., Myers & O’Brien, 1998; O'Brien et al., 1990).
During reading, the emerging mental representation has a strong influence on what becomes
activated. In each new cycle of reading, a network of concepts associated with the current text
becomes activated (i.e., cohort activation) and these connections are strengthened. However,
over subsequent cycles the landscape of activation fluctuates (van den Broek, Young, Tzeng &
Linderholm, 1999). Thus at any given point a concept and its associates can be highly activated,
however, in later cycles as new concepts are encountered, a new network of concepts may be
more highly activated. As a result, during moment-to-moment processing, readers may more
easily reactivate and produce within text content than across text content. However, during postreading retrieval, both the content and state of activation in the mental representation are likely to
be different from that at any given moment during reading, possibly favoring different
connections and reactivations within the mental representation.
The study is also conceptually aligned with frameworks of academic literacy
emphasizing the complex interactions between the text, the reader and the reading context (e.g.,
goals and tasks) from which comprehension arises (Snow & the RAND Reading Study Group,
2002). This study focused primarily on one dimension of this framework, namely task, and in
particular, processing cues in the reading prompt. However, the study also controlled for readers’
prior knowledge, the order of text presentation and considered a text and task interaction that is
likely to be an important factor. In real world contexts, the purpose of an individual text in a text
set may vary in the extent it aligns with the reader’s goal and therefore task relevance. This was
certainly the case in the present study, the processing cues manipulated in the reading prompts
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were intended to guide processing towards a tsunami causal explanation embedded across texts,
however the primary purpose of the individual texts related to different topics (e.g., plate
tectonics, Fukushima nuclear accident, early warning systems). This is a factor that warrants a
more systematic exploration, which the present materials to do not afford.
Considering other factors related to the text, task, and reader may help elucidate other
possible explanations for the current results, particularly the lack of across text integration during
moment-to-moment processing. While the processing cues in a reading prompt can play an
important role in guiding processing, there are other features of the reading context that matter,
and may have influenced the current results. For example, the type of product readers are asked
to produce (e.g., an essay) can affect the level of integration (e.g., Wiley & Voss, 1999).
Although there was some evidence of integration across texts in participants’ recalls, recall is a
relatively weak prompt to promote integration. This task was used in the current study because it
is the typical production task to assess the impact of relevancy instructions (e.g., McCrudden et
al., 2010). Additionally, prior research has shown that integration across documents is influenced
by how easy it is to view two documents at the same time (Wiley, 2001). During initial reading
participants in Experiment 1 could freely navigate between the pages on which the texts were
presented. However, in Experiment 2 texts were presented on separate screens with no option to
return to prior texts. Thus, in Experiment 2 readers could navigate freely within a text but not
between texts, thus readers had to rely on memory to integrate across texts during initial reading.
In both experiment the primary tasks in the reading portion of the experiments focused on the
sentence level. In Experiment 1 sentences were rated in the relevance judgment task. In
Experiment 2, the verbal protocol task, provided the measures of moment-to-moment integration
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in Experiment 2. In this task, participants saw the texts again, but they were presented one
sentence at a time and participants could not view other text sentences. This presentation is
typically used when researchers are interested in responses that are primarily based on memory
for the text. However, this method may have limited across text integration and increased
readers’ focus on the current text (Rapp & Mensink, 2011; Wiley, 2001). It is likely a less
restricted method may show across text integration during moment-to-moment reading. Future
research could further explore how relevancy instructions interact with different types of
production tasks and reading contexts that may vary in how they promote integration across
documents.
Reader related factors may also have influenced integration across texts. While
participants’ prior geoscience knowledge was assessed with the GCI in order to control for its
effect on processing outcomes; it could be the case that readers’ prior knowledge moderated the
impact of the instructions. It has been well documented that prior knowledge moderates
comprehension of science texts (e.g., McNamara, Kintsch, Songer & Kintsch, 1996; Ozuru, et al.,
2009). This is an issue that warrants further exploration in a multiple documents context.
Additionally, readers’ lack of knowledge of the task topic could help explain the lack of
across text integration and focus on within text content related to the causal model, and why task
specificity did not lead to decreases in integration of text base content. Participants who were
learning about the topic may have needed to represent the less relevant content in order to
understand the causal model. Although, the opportunity to read the texts prior to the verbal
protocol task should have helped readers to learn some of the content, the topic was complex and
readers may have still needed to focus on text-base information. Additionally, prior research has
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found that even college students have trouble representing scientific explanations (Hastings,
Hughes, Blaum, Wallace, & Britt, 2016; Wiley, Britt, Griffin, Steffens, & Project READi (2012).
It may be that integration across documents was somewhat limited by readers; skill in
constructing scientific explanations in a multiple documents situation. Thus, a stronger test of the
hypothesis using more optimal conditions may increase across text connections during to
moment-to-moment processing and decrease moment-to-moment integration of content that is of
high text-base importance, but low task relevance.
Finally, the present study also demonstrates the viability of using computational linguistic
tools to analyze student-constructed responses (Magliano & Graesser, 2012). There is
precedence supporting the use of LSA (Landauer & Dumais, 1997) to analyze the content of
think aloud protocols produced when comprehending a single document (e.g., Magliano & Millis,
2003; Magliano, et al., 2002; Millis et al., 2006). For example, Magliano and Millis (2003)
showed that using LSA to compare verbal protocols with prior text content was sensitive to
within-text integration. The results of the present study demonstrated that LSA was sensitive to
increases in within-text bridging as a function of task instruction.
However, there are shortcomings to the use of LSA in the context of learning from
informational text, and in particular those that focus on specialized content. For example, some
potentially critical words were not in the semantic space used in this study (i.e., Subduction,
Proper names of Japanese locations). This could have affected the sensitivity of LSA in revealing
the impact of task instructions on processing, although there were positive results despite the fact
that these words were not present in the space. However, this does underscore the importance of
the findings of Shapiro and McNamara (2000) who showed that LSA functions better using a
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semantic space trained to the particular content area of the texts to be examined (see also Kurby,
Wiemer-Hastings, Ganduri, Magliano, Millis, & McNamara, 2003). For the current study, there
was no corpus available that specifically focused on geoscience knowledge. It would be optimal
to conduct a follow-up study comparing human coding of the responses with LSA scores to
further validate the use of LSA in this context. Such a study would be valuable in the further
development of procedures for the automatic scoring of student-constructed responses (Magliano
& Graesser, 2012).

Conclusion
Overall, the results provide evidence that increased task specificity influenced readers’
attention and processing toward text content relevant to the causal explanation afforded across
three texts. Specifically, increased task specificity influenced relevance judgments, integration
within (but not across) texts during moment-to-moment processing, as well as what readers’
remembered from texts and how they organized this information in memory. With the exception
of relevance judgments, the addition of a causal schema cue in task instructions had a greater
impact than semantic cues alone; helping readers to organize and remember task relevant
information. However, the results also suggested that increases in task specificity did not shift
readers’ attention away from content that was of high importance to individual texts, nor did it
decrease memory or moment-to-moment integration related to that content. The extent to which
readers need to comprehend important text-based information in order to engage successfully in
task-based relevance processing is an open question warranting further investigation.
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Tectonic Plates
Geologists study tectonic plates because they play an important role in shaping the surface of the
earth. The word ‘tectonic’ means ‘relating to changes in the structure of the Earth's surface’. The
Earth's crust is made up of separate pieces called plates. These plates move slowly over time
driven by the flow of the mantle rock beneath them and by the force of the plates pushing on
each other at plate boundaries. This movement gradually shapes the surface of the earth.
Earthquakes at plate boundaries can cause sudden changes to the surface. Plate boundaries are
actually made up of a system of connected faults. Earthquakes occur where friction has caused a
fault to lock. Stress and pressure can build up over time until the lock breaks and the sides of the
fault slide quickly. The magnitude of an earthquake is related to the amount of seismic energy
that is released. When more pressure builds up, more ‘slip’ can occur, releasing more seismic
energy. At the Earth's surface, earthquakes cause shaking and sudden displacement of the
surface features.
The way the earth is shaped over time by tectonic plates is related to the type of boundary
between the plates. There are three different types of plate boundaries. These boundary types
are defined in terms of how the plates move relative to each other. The first type is a divergent
boundary; the plates move away from each other. A good example of a divergent boundary is
the Great Rift Valley in Africa. The second type is a transform boundary; the plates slide
horizontally past each other. The San Andreas Fault in California occurs at this type of plate
boundary. The last type of plate boundary is a convergent boundary; the plates move toward
each other. Convergent movement can result in either a continental collision or a subduction
zone. In a continental collision, the plates push together causing both sides to buckle. These
occur where two continental plates meet. Very tall mountain ranges like the Himalayas are a
good example of a continental collision. In a subduction zone, one plate is slowly forced
underneath the other. These involve at least one oceanic plate, which is denser than a continental
plate. A good example of a subduction zone is the Japan Trench in the Pacific Ocean.
When earthquakes occur near plate boundaries, the way the surface is displaced depends on the
type of fault. Strike-slip faults involve mostly horizontal displacement and often occur at
transform boundaries. For example, as the two sides of the fault slide horizontally past each
other, a streambed or road can be offset. Normal faults involve the sides of the fault being pulled
apart and often occur at divergent boundaries. As the sides of the fault slip apart suddenly, one
side slides down. This can result in a fault scarp, which looks like a ledge or small cliff on the
surface. Thrust faults involve the sides of the fault being pushed together and often occur at
convergent boundaries. When the sides of the fault move toward each other suddenly, one side
is thrust upward. For example, a thrust fault in a subduction zone can cause the sea floor to be
pushed up suddenly. This vertical displacement can cause a large displacement of water. When
earthquakes occur on land, both vertical and horizontal displacement can cause extensive
damage to man-made structures.
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Are Nuclear Plants Really Safe? Fukushima Raises New Concerns.
The 2011 reactor meltdowns at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant in Japan have raised
concerns about whether our nuclear plants are really safe. Safety and design measures have been
continually improved since the beginning of commercial atomic power. However, multiple
safety measures failed to prevent the meltdowns that occurred at Fukushima. Safety measures
did little to protect the plant from the tsunami caused by the 2011 Tôhoku earthquake. These
events have led many to ask what went wrong at Fukushima and question whether the same thing
could happen elsewhere.
On March 11, 2011, the most powerful earthquake in Japan's history occurred. The 9.0 Tôhoku
Earthquake was centered 80 miles offshore near the Japan Trench. The quake occurred at an
extremely large thrust fault located where the Pacific Plate pushes under the Eurasian Plate.
Over time the fault became 'stuck', wedging in the Eurasian Plate and causing it to bend and bow.
When the earthquake occurred, the thrust fault released and the Eurasian Plate sprang upward.
This movement raised the seabed, pushing the overlying water. Earthquakes at this type of fault
that are 7.0 or greater in magnitude typically cause enough movement of the sea bed to cause a
tsunami. Soon after the quake, the tsunami hit Japan’s eastern coast. Wave heights along the
coast ranged from 17 feet to over 70 feet. In low-lying areas, the waves swept up to six miles
inland, leveling buildings, and sweeping debris, buildings, ships, vehicles, and airplanes with it.
Areas with higher elevation are typically safer from the destruction caused by a tsunami wave.
The Fukushima plant was located on Japan’s eastern coast to take advantage of the abundant
supply of water. Much of Japan’s coastline is low and flat, making it prone to flooding from a
tsunami. However, the Fukushima plant was protected by a 33 foot seawall between the ocean
and the plant.
At the Fukushima plant, the sea wall did little to protect the plant from flooding. The primary
problem at Fukushima was that the backup power systems were poorly designed to cope with
these natural disasters. At a nuclear plant, power is essential for running the pumps that circulate
coolant through the reactor. When an earthquake is detected, the reactors automatically shut
down. However, fuel rods still continue to produce some heat after the fission reaction is
stopped and must be cooled to prevent a meltdown. Backup power systems are necessary to cool
fuel rods and prevent meltdown.
When the earthquake knocked out power supplies to Fukushima, backup diesel generators started
immediately to supply power to the pumps. The backup diesel generators were housed below
ground level, and all but one failed when they were submerged. Batteries on the secondary
emergency pumps ran out after one day. Without cooling, the fuel rods continued to heat up
resulting in explosions, fires, and partial core meltdowns in at least three reactors. These events
caused multiple releases of radiation to the environment.
Even though there were multiple backup measures in place at Fukushima, these were not enough.
Could this nuclear accident have been prevented? Some might say the answer is obvious: don’t
build nuclear facilities near faults or shorelines. But, what about already existing plants?
Regulating agencies need to take a long hard look at the safety of existing facilities.
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Early Warning Systems
Early warning systems can help prevent loss of life and reduce the impact of natural disasters.
An effective early warning system requires two components. First is the ability to predict the
event in order to provide the earliest possible warning. The second is understanding risks and
vulnerabilities for specific areas so that communities understand these risks and can take
measures to be prepared.
Effective early warning systems rely on scientists learning more about natural disasters.
Specifically, understanding the causes of natural disasters is essential to predicting them. In the
past, people understood little about the causes of natural disasters, and were unable to recognize
the signs of impending disaster. For example, if the ancient Romans knew more about the causes
of volcanic eruptions, they may have recognized warning signs before Mt. Vesuvius erupted.
Archaeological evidence and accounts of the last days of Pompeii both indicate there was
increasing earthquake activity prior to the eruption. Today volcanologists know that this seismic
activity resulted from increased activity in the volcano's magma reservoir, which is what caused
the eruption. By monitoring this seismic activity, scientists can predict an eruption months in
advance. Volcanologists also know that the longer between eruptions, the more explosive the
eruption will be. So, long periods between eruptions and increasing activity are signs that a
dangerous eruption will occur. Similarly, scientists have learned more about the causes of
natural disasters like tornados and tsunamis, allowing them to provide better warning.
Scientists can also use new knowledge about natural disasters to understand the risks and
vulnerabilities for specific areas. This information can be used to target warnings to areas that
are the most in danger. This information can also be used to help vulnerable communities
prepare by developing disaster plans and improving infrastructure to withstand disasters. One
example is using information about the slope of the seafloor and the topography of the land to
understand tsunami risks. Scientists have learned that both of these affect how destructive a
tsunami will be in a particular area. The slope of the seafloor near the coast affects the height
and speed of a tsunami wave on land. When the slope of the seafloor is very steep, like in
Norway, a wave will slow down very quickly but will also become very tall, up to 100 feet!
However, if the seafloor slope is less steep, like those found in Japan, then the wave will not
become as tall, but it can still reach tens of feet in height. More importantly, the wave will not
slow as much and will be moving much faster than it would be at a steeper coast. Tsunamis that
move quickly on land carry a lot destructive force with them. Most of the damage results from
the huge mass of water behind the wave front, which floods into the coastal area. It is the power
behind this rushing water that causes devastation.
This knowledge allows scientists to use maps of the seafloor to predict what areas are at greatest
risk. Scientists can also use topographical maps of the land to predict tsunami risk.
Topographical maps show features of the landscape and indicate the slope of the land relative to
sea level. Natural barriers like cliffs, dunes or forests can help to stop the rush of water inland.
Similarly, topographical information can help scientists predict what areas are in the greatest
danger from flooding during hurricanes or torrential rains. As you can see, learning more about
these natural phenomena is important for creating more effective warning systems.

APPENDIX B
TARGET CAUSAL MODEL

Figure 1. Target causal model.
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Figure 2. Causal model with text connections.
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APPENDIX C
IDEAL TEXT MODELS WITH VERBAL PROTOCOL SENTENCES

Table 8
Ideal Text Models with Verbal Protocol Sentences
High
Relevance
Causal
Model

High Textbased
Importance

Sent#

1

1

Geologists study tectonic plates because they play an important role in shaping the surface of
the earth.

1

2

The word ‘tectonic’ means ‘relating to changes in the structure of the Earth's surface’.

1

3

The Earth's crust is made up of separate pieces called plates.

1

4

1

5

These plates move slowly over time driven by the flow of the mantle rock beneath them and
by the force of the plates pushing on each other at plate boundaries.
This movement gradually shapes the surface of the earth.

VP Target
sentence

Sentences
Tectonic Plates

[New Paragraph]
1

6

TB&CM

Earthquakes at plate boundaries can cause sudden changes to the surface.

1

7

Plate boundaries are actually made up of a system of connected faults.

1

1

8

Earthquakes occur where friction has caused a fault to lock.

1

1

9

Stress and pressure can build up over time until the lock breaks and the sides of the fault
slide quickly.

1

10

The magnitude of an earthquake is related to the amount of seismic energy that is released.

1

11

When more pressure builds up, more ‘slip’ can occur, releasing more seismic energy.

(continued on the following page)
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High
Relevance
Causal
Model

High Textbased
Importance

Sent#

1

12

1

1

VP Target
sentence

Sentences

At the Earth's surface, earthquakes cause shaking and sudden displacement of the surface
features.

14

[New Paragraph]
The way the earth is shaped over time by tectonic plates is related to the type of boundary
between the plates.
There are three different types of plate boundaries.

15

These boundary types are defined in terms of how the plates move relative to each other.

16

The first type is a divergent boundary; the plates move away from each other.

17

A good example of a divergent boundary is the Great Rift Valley in Africa.

18

The second type is a transform boundary; the plates slide horizontally past each other.

19

The San Andreas Fault in California occurs at this type of plate boundary.

20

The last type of plate boundary is a convergent boundary; the plates move toward each other.

21

Convergent movement can result in either a continental collision or a subduction zone.

22

In a continental collision, the plates push together causing both sides to buckle.

23

These occur where two continental plates meet.

24

Very tall mountain ranges like the Himalayas are a good example of a continental collision.

13

25
26

TB Filler

CM
Across

In a subduction zone, one plate is slowly forced underneath the other.
These involve at least one oceanic plate, which is denser than a continental plate.

(continued on the following page)
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High
Relevance
Causal
Model
1

High Textbased
Importance

Sent#
27

VP Target
sentence

Sentences
A good example of a subduction zone is the Japan Trench in the Pacific Ocean.
[New Paragraph]

28
1

1

29

1

30

TB&CM

When earthquakes occur near plate boundaries, the way the surface is displaced depends on
the type of fault.
Strike-slip faults involve mostly horizontal displacement and often occur at transform
boundaries.

32

For example, as the two sides of the fault slide horizontally past each other, a stream bed or
road can be offset.
Normal faults involve the sides of the fault being pulled apart and often occur at divergent
boundaries.
As the sides of the fault slip apart suddenly, one side slides down.

33

This can result in a fault scarp, which looks like a ledge or small cliff on the surface.

34

Thrust faults involve the sides of the fault being pushed together and often occur at
convergent boundaries.

1

35

When the sides of the fault move toward each other suddenly, one side is thrust upward.

1

36

31
1

1

1

37
38

CM
Across

For example, a thrust fault in a subduction zone can cause the sea floor to be pushed up
suddenly.
This vertical displacement can cause a large displacement of water.
When earthquakes occur on land, both vertical and horizontal displacement can cause
extensive damage to man-made structures.

Txt 1 Totals:
11
11
(continued on the following page)
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High
Relevance
Causal
Model

High Textbased
Importance

Sent#

1

1

1

2

1

3

1

4
1

VP Target
sentence

TB&CM

5

Sentences

Are Nuclear Plants Really Safe? Fukushima Raises New Concerns.
The 2011 reactor meltdowns at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant in Japan have raised
concerns about whether our nuclear plants are really safe.
Safety and design measures have been continually improved since the beginning of
commercial atomic power.
However, multiple safety measures failed to prevent the meltdowns that occurred at
Fukushima.
Safety measures did little to protect the plant from the tsunami caused by the 2011 Tôhoku
earthquake.
These events have led many to ask what went wrong at Fukushima and question whether the
same thing could happen elsewhere.
[New Paragraph]

6

On March 11, 2011, the most powerful earthquake in Japan's history occurred.

1

7

The 9.0 Tôhoku Earthquake was centered 80 miles offshore near the Japan Trench.

1

8

1

9

1

10

When the earthquake occurred, the thrust fault released and the Eurasian Plate sprang upward.

1

11

This movement raised the seabed, pushing the overlying water.

1

12

Earthquakes at this type of fault that are 7.0 or greater in magnitude typically cause enough
movement of the sea bed to cause a tsunami.

13

Soon after the quake, the tsunami hit Japan’s eastern coast.

CM
Across
CM
Across

The quake occurred at an extremely large thrust fault located where the Pacific Plate pushes
under the Eurasian Plate.
Over time the fault became 'stuck', wedging in the Eurasian Plate and causing it to bend and
bow.

(continued on the following page)
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High
Relevance
Causal
Model
1

High Textbased
Importance

Sent#
14

VP Target
sentence

Sentences
Wave heights along the coast ranged from 17 feet to over 70 feet.

1

15

1

16

Areas with higher elevation are typically safer from the destruction caused by a tsunami wave.

17

The Fukushima plant was located on Japan’s eastern coast to take advantage of the abundant
supply of water.

18

Much of Japan’s coastline is low and flat, making it prone to flooding from a tsunami.

19

However, the Fukushima plant was protected by a 33 foot seawall between the ocean and the
plant.

1

TB&CM

In low-lying areas, the waves swept up to six miles inland, leveling buildings, and sweeping
debris, buildings, ships, vehicles, and airplanes with it.

[New Paragraph]
1

20

At the Fukushima plant, the sea wall did little to protect the plant from flooding.

21

The primary problem at Fukushima was that the backup power systems were poorly designed
to cope with these natural disasters.

22

At a nuclear plant, power is essential for running the pumps that circulate coolant through the
reactor.

23

When an earthquake is detected, the reactors automatically shut down.

24
25

TB Filler

However, fuel rods still continue to produce some heat after the fission reaction is stopped and
must be cooled to prevent a meltdown.
Backup power systems are necessary to cool fuel rods and prevent meltdown.
[New Paragraph]

1

26

When the earthquake knocked out power supplies to Fukushima, backup diesel generators
started immediately to supply power to the pumps.

(continued on the following page)
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High
Relevance
Causal
Model

High Textbased
Importance

Sent#

VP Target
sentence

Sentences

1

27

The backup diesel generators were housed below ground level, and all but one failed when
they were submerged.

1

28

Batteries on the secondary emergency pumps ran out after one day.

1

29

1

30

Without cooling, the fuel rods continued to heat up resulting in explosions, fires, and partial
core meltdowns in at least three reactors.
These events caused multiple releases of radiation to the environment.
[New Paragraph]

1

31

1

32

Even though there were multiple backup measures in place at Fukushima, these were not
enough.
Could this nuclear accident have been prevented?

33

Some might say the answer is obvious: don’t build nuclear facilities near faults or shorelines.

34

But, what about already existing plants?

35

Regulating agencies need to take a long hard look at the safety of existing facilities.

Txt 2 Totals
11

12

(continued on the following page)
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High
Relevance
Causal
Model

High Textbased
Importance

Sent#

VP Target
sentence

Sentences

1

1

Early Warning Systems
Early warning systems can help prevent loss of life and reduce the impact of natural disasters.

1

2

An effective early warning system requires two components.

1

3

First is the ability to predict the event in order to provide the earliest possible warning.

1

4

1

5

Effective early warning systems rely on scientists learning more about natural disasters.

1

6

Specifically, understanding the causes of natural disasters is essential to predicting them.

7

In the past, people understood little about the causes of natural disasters, and were unable to
recognize the signs of impending disaster.

8

TB&CM

TB Filler

The second is understanding risks and vulnerabilities for specific areas so that communities
understand these risks and can take measures to be prepared.
[New Paragraph]

For example, if the ancient Romans knew more about the causes of volcanic eruptions, they
may have recognized warning signs before Mt. Vesuvius erupted.

9

Archaeological evidence and accounts of the last days of Pompeii both indicate there was
increasing earthquake activity prior to the eruption.

10

Today volcanologists know that this seismic activity resulted from increased activity in the
volcano's magma reservoir, which is what caused the eruption.

11

By monitoring this seismic activity, scientists can predict an eruption months in advance.

(continued on the following page)
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High
Relevance
Causal
Model

High Textbased
Importance

Sent#

VP Target
sentence

12

Sentences

Volcanologists also know that the longer between eruptions, the more explosive the eruption
will be.
So, long periods between eruptions and increasing activity are signs that a dangerous eruption
will occur.

13
14

Similarly, scientists have learned more about the causes of natural disasters like tornados,
tsunamis and earthquakes, allowing them to provide better warning.
[New Paragraph]

1

15

Scientists can also use new knowledge about natural disasters to understand the risks and
vulnerabilities for specific areas.

1

16

This information can be used to target warnings to areas that are the most in danger.

1

17

This information can also be used to help vulnerable communities prepare by developing
disaster plans and improving infrastructure to withstand disasters.
One example is using information about the slope of the seafloor and the topography of the
land to understand tsunami risks.

1

18

1

19

1

20

1

21
22

1
(continued on the following page)

TB&CM

CM
Across

Scientists have learned that both of these affect how destructive a tsunami will be in a
particular area.
The slope of the seafloor near the coast affects the height and speed of a tsunami wave on
land.
When the slope of the seafloor is very steep, like in Norway, a wave will slow down very
quickly but will also become very tall, up to 100 feet!
However, if the seafloor slope is less steep, like those found in Japan, then the tsunami wave
will not become as tall, but it can still reach tens of feet in height.
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High
Relevance
Causal
Model
1

High Textbased
Importance

VP Target
Sent# sentence Sentences
23
More importantly, the wave will not slow as much and will be moving much faster than it
would be at a steeper coast.

1

24

1

25

1

26

Tsunamis that move quickly on land carry a lot destructive force with them.
CM
Across

Most of the damage results from the huge mass of water behind the wave front, which floods
into the coastal area.
It is the power behind this rushing water that causes devastation.
[New Paragraph]

1

1

1

27

This knowledge allows scientists to use maps of the seafloor to predict what areas are at
greatest risk.

28

Scientists can also use topographical maps of the land to predict tsunami risk.

29

Topographical maps show features of the landscape and indicate the slope of the land relative
to sea level.

30

Natural barriers like cliffs, dunes or forests can help to stop the rush of water inland.

31

Similarly, topographical information can help scientists predict what areas are in the greatest
danger from flooding during hurricanes or torrential rains.

32

As you can see, learning more about these natural phenomena is important for creating more
effective warning systems.

Txt 3 totals
11
10
All texts:
33
33
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APPENDIX D
TARGET IDEAS FOR RECALL SCORING

Table 9
Target Ideas for Recall Scoring
Note: Target idea content that is not shown in bold text is supplementary (e.g., alternative wordings, context information)
Txt sent# CM TB Predicate
Tectonic Plates
1
1
1 shape
1
4
1 move

mod
predicate
(gradually)
slowly

arg1
plates
plates

cause

plate-boundary
quakes

1

made-upof

plateboundaries

1

1

8

1

1

can cause
cause

9

1

1

fault-lock
friction
stress/
pressure-build
(at locked fault)

1

6

1

1

7

1

8

1
1

until
1

9

1

1

10

1

1

11

1

1

13

1

then
related-to
then

1

related-to
(continued on the following page)

mod arg1

lock-breaks
quake
magnitude
more-slip (fault
sides slide)
how-platesshape earth

arg2

mod arg2

earth-surface
(sudden plate
movement)

surface-change
/displacement

(sudden)

faults

(system of,
connected)

earthquakes
Fault lock

lock-breaks
fault-sides slide
quickly (slip)
seismic-energyrelease
more seismicenergy release
plate-boundarytype (plate
movement types)
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Txt

sent#

CM

1

25

1

1

1

1

1

1

28

35

35

36

37

TB

1

Predicate

mod
predicate

arg1

arg2

is

subduction zone

plate moves
under plate

dependson

how surface
displaced when
earthquake

fault-type

1
is

thrust-fault

cause

cause

quake
thrust-fault
quake( subduction
zone quake, when
one side thrust up,
sides move towards
each other)

cause

*(this)vertical
displacement

1

1

1

mod arg1

(at convergent
boundaries/subduction
zones, Japan trench)
thrust-fault(when sides
move toward /overlap
each other)

mod arg2

fault sides move
toward each
other (push
together)
one fault side
thrust up

seafloor to be
pushed up
large water
displacement

11 10
(continued on the following page)
T1 Total:
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mod
Txt sent# CM TB
Predicate
predicate
arg1
Are Nuclear Plants Really Safe? Fukushima Raises New Concerns.
2
1
1 cause
Fukushima accident/
meltdown (2011)
2

3

1

failed to
prevent
led to
questions

multiple safetymeasures
Fukushima accident

2

5

1

2

8

1

occurred at

quake (Tohoku, 2011,
in Japan)

2

9

1

becamestuck/locked

fault (thrust fault)

2

9

1

stuck-fault

2

10

1

wedged-in
OR
Bent/Bowed
released

2

10

1

caused

when quake
occurred

mod arg1

arg2

mod arg2

concern about
nuclear plant safety
meltdowns
What went wrong?
Or Could it happen
elsewhere?
thrust-fault

(where Eurasian
plate moves
under Pacific)

(where
Eurasian
plate moves
under
Pacific)
plate

fault (thrust fault)
when fault released

Plate spring
upwards

(wedged/bowed
plate, Eurasian
plate,)

(continued on the following page)
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Txt

sent#

CM

TB

Predicate

mod predicate

2

11

1

raised

upward movement
(plate sprang up)

seabed

2
2

11
12

1
1

pushed
can-cause

raised seabed
this quake type(thrust
fault)

water
tsunami

2

12

1

14

1

>= 7.0 magnitude
quake
wave-heights (tsunami) (2011 Japan)

to cause tsunami

2
2

15

1

move seabed
enough
were (ranged
from)
swept (went)

wave (tsunami, water)

far inland (up to 6
miles)

2

16

1

safer

high-elevation areas

from tsunami

2
2

18
21

1
1

prone-to
was-poorlydesigned/ wasinsufficent

low/flat
backup power

tsunami flooding
for natural
disasters

2
2

26
26

1
1

caused
started

quake
backup-generators

power-out
to power pumps
(to cool)

2

27

1

were

backup-generators

below-ground

in low-lying
areas

arg1

mod arg1

(subduction,
convergent,
plate under
plate, plate
moves
toward..)

arg2

mod arg2

17 to 70 ft

(continued on the following page)
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Txt

sent#

2

27

1

were

backup-generators

below-ground

2

27

1

were

backup-generators

flooded (submerged)

2

27

1

failed

backup-generators (all
but one)

2

28

1

ran-out

backup batteries

after a day

2

29

1

cause

no-cooling (no power to
pumps)

fuel rods to heat

2

29

1

caused

no cooling /fuel rods
heat

explosions/fires

2

29

1

caused

no cooling/fuel rods
heat

reactor-core
meltdowns

2

30

1

caused

meltdowns/explosions

radiation release

2

32

1

Could-haveprevented?

T2 total:

CM

13

TB

Predicate

mod
predicate

arg1

mod arg1

arg2

mod arg2

nuclear
accident/meltdowns

15

(continued on the following page)
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Txt sent# CM
TB
Early Warning Systems
3
1
1

Predicate

mod predicate

arg1

mod arg1

arg2

reduce

warningsystems

impact

3

1

1

prevent

warningsystems

loss-of-life

3

2

1

requires

effective
warningsystem

two-component

3

3

1

is to predict

firstcomponent (of
effective
warning
system)

event (natural
disaster)

3
3

3
4

1
1

help provide
is to
understand

predicting
secondcomponent (of
effective
warning
system)

earliest warning
risks/vulnerabilities
for specific areas

3

5

1

necessary
for/in order to
provide

scientist
learning about
/studying/
natural
disasters

warning systems

mod arg2
of natural
disasters
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Txt
3

sent#
6

CM

TB
1

Predicate
needed to

mod predicate

arg1
understanding
causes

mod arg1

arg2
predict natural
disasters

3

16

1

help-provide

knowledge of
risks

targeted warnings (to
areas in danger)

3

17

1

help
communities
prepare

knowledge of
risks

by developing
disaster plans

3

17

1

help
communities
prepare

knowledge of
risks

by improving
infrastructure

3

19

1

affect

topography of
land

tsunami
destructiveness
(risk/danger)

3

19

1

affect

seafloor slope

destructiveness
(risk/danger)

3
3
3

20
20
21

1
1
1

affects
affects
causes

seafloor slope
seafloor slope
steep-slope

(like Norway)

wave-height
wave-speed
slower waves (slow
quickly)

3

21

1

causes

steep-slope

(like Norway)

taller waves (up to 100
ft)

3

22

1

causes

less-steep slope

(like Japan)

shorter waves (10s of
feet)

mod arg2

tsunami
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Txt sent# CM TB Predicate
3
23
1
causes

mod predicate

arg1
less-steep slope

mod arg1
(like Japan)

arg2
faster wave

3

24

1

are

fast tsunami
waves

more destructive

3

25

1

causes

water mass
behind wave
front

most of damage

3

26

1

causes

power(force) of
rushing water

devastation

3

30

1

stop/slow

natural
barriers (like
cliffs, dunes,
forests)

water going inland

T3 Total:
All Texts:

12
36

mod arg2

11
36
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APPENDIX E
EXAMPLE RELEVANCE JUDGMENT FORM
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Relevance Judgment Form
Whenever someone reads a passage, some information is relevant to one’s reading goal while
other information is not very relevant. Now that you have read the passage “Tectonic Plates”,
we would like you to rate whether or not each sentence was relevant to your goal to understand
the texts.
If a sentence was relevant to your goal, please mark an ‘x’ in the column labeled ‘Relevant’. If
the sentence was not relevant to your goal, please mark an ‘x’ in the column labeled ‘Not
Relevant’. Please be sure to make a judgment for each sentence and to mark only one column for
each sentence.
Tectonic Plates
Relevant
1
2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14

Geologists study tectonic plates because they play an
important role in shaping the surface of the earth.
The word ‘tectonic’ means ‘relating to changes in the
structure of the Earth's surface’.
The Earth's crust is made up of separate pieces called plates.
These plates move slowly over time driven by the flow of
the mantle rock beneath them and by the force of the plates
pushing on each other at plate boundaries.
This movement gradually shapes the surface of the earth.
[New Paragraph]
Earthquakes at plate boundaries can cause sudden changes
to the surface.
Plate boundaries are actually made up of a system of
connected faults.
Earthquakes occur where friction has caused a fault to lock.
Stress and pressure can build up over time until the lock
breaks and the sides of the fault slide quickly.
The magnitude of an earthquake is related to the amount of
seismic energy that is released.
When more pressure builds up, more ‘slip’ can occur,
releasing more seismic energy.
At the Earth's surface, earthquakes cause shaking and
sudden displacement of the surface features.
[New Paragraph]
The way the earth is shaped over time by tectonic plates is
related to the type of boundary between the plates.
There are three different types of plate boundaries.

Not
Relevant

APPENDIX F
GEOSCIENCES CONCEPT INVENTORY (GCI)
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Geosciences Concept Inventory (GCI)
(correct answers shown in bold text)
The following questions are about various topics related to geosciences. Please circle the letter
indicating your answer choice. Many of these questions may be challenging, so do not be
concerned if you find them difficult. Just do your best.

1) If you could travel back in time to when the Earth first formed as a planet, approximately how
many years back in time would you have to travel?
A. 4 hundred years
B. 4 hundred thousand years
C. 4 million years
D. 4 billion years
E. 4 trillion years

2) The continents we see today were once a single continent. How long did it take for the single
continent to break apart and form the arrangement of continents we see today?
A. Hundreds of years
B. Thousands of years
C. Millions of years
D. Billions of years
E. It is impossible to tell how long the break up would have taken

3) Which technique for determining when the Earth first formed as a planet is most accurate?
A. Comparison of fossils found in rocks
B. Comparison of layers found in rocks
C. Analysis of uranium found in rocks
D. Analysis of carbon found in rocks
E. Scientists cannot calculate the age of the Earth

120

4) Which of the figures below do you think most closely represents changes in life on Earth over
time? (Correct=D)

5) How far do you think continents move in a single year?
A. A few inches
B. A few hundred feet
C. A few miles
D. We have no way of knowing
E. Continents do not move
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6) Scientists often talk about the Earth’s tectonic plates and their role in mountain formation,
volcanism, and earthquake occurrence. Which of the following figures most closely represents
the location of the Earth’s tectonic plates? (Correct=A)

7) Which of the following responses best summarizes the relationship between volcanoes, large
earthquakes, and tectonic plates?
A. Volcanoes typically occur on islands, earthquakes typically occur on continents, and both
occur near tectonic plates
B. Volcanoes and large earthquakes both typically occur along the edges of tectonic plates
C. Volcanoes typically occur in the center of tectonic plates and large earthquakes typically
occur along the edges of tectonic plates
D. Volcanoes and large earthquakes both typically occur in warm climates
E. Volcanoes, large earthquakes, and tectonic plates are not related, and each can occur in
different places

8) Which of the following statements about the age of rocks is most likely true?

122
A. Rocks found in the ocean are about the same age as rocks found on continents
B. Rocks found on continents are generally older than rocks found in the ocean
C. Rocks found in the ocean are generally older than rocks found on continents
D. Ages of rocks are not precise enough to determine which rock type is older
9) The following maps show the position of the Earth’s continents and oceans.
The dots on each map mark the locations where volcanic eruptions occur on land.
Which map do you think most closely represents the places where these volcanoes are typically
observed? (Correct=B)

10) Which one of the following is most closely related to events that cause large earthquakes?
A. Buildings falling
B. Weather changing
C. Bombs dropping
D. Continents moving
E. Earth’s core changing
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11) Which of the following do you believe is most closely related to what you might see if you
cut the Earth in half? (Correct=E)

12) What causes most of the waves in the ocean?
A. Tides
B. Earthquakes
C. Wind
D. Tsunamis
13) What is the connection between clouds and rain?
A. Clouds are empty and fill up with water. When the clouds are full, it rains.
B. Clouds are empty and fill up with water and other things. When the clouds are full, it rains.
C. Clouds are empty and fill up with water. When the clouds get too heavy, it rains.
D. Clouds are made up of water. When the temperature gets high enough in the cloud, it rains.
E. Clouds are made up of water. When the temperature gets low enough in the cloud it
rains.
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14) Over which of the following areas would the most clouds form?
A. One square-mile of land
B. One square-mile of ocean
C. One square-mile of a region covered with plant life
D. One square-mile of a humid region along the equator
15) What does "density" refer to?
A. How big something is
B. How quickly particles move
C. How much material exists in a space
D. How much air is contained in an object
E. How slowly liquids move
16) What would happen if the astronauts put a completely wooden satellite in orbit around the
Earth?
The wooden satellite would…
A. …continue to orbit the Earth because the Earth's magnetic field would have an effect on it
B. …continue to orbit the Earth because the Earth's gravity would have an effect on it
C. …float off into space because the Earth's magnetic field would have no effect on it
D. …fall toward the Earth because the Earth's magnetic field would have no effect on it
E. …fall toward the Earth because the Earth's gravity would have no effect on it
17) Which of the following can directly affect erosion rates? Choose all that apply.
A. Rock type
B. Earthquakes
C. Time
D. Climate
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18) Which of the following best describes what would happen if you dropped a small steel ball
while standing somewhere in North America?
The small steel ball would fall to the ground and then:
A. Roll towards the equator
B. Roll towards the north
C. Roll towards the nearest ocean
D. Roll towards the lowest elevation
E. Roll towards the nearest magnet
19) What is the best explanation of the movement of tectonic plates?
A. Lava moves the tectonic plates
B. Currents in the ocean move the tectonic plates
C. Earthquakes move the tectonic plates
D. Gravity moves the tectonic plates
20) Below the outermost rocky shell of the Earth, it becomes:
A. Hotter, melted, and gravity increases
B. Hotter, gaseous, and magnetism increases
C. Colder, solid, and pressure increases
D. Hotter, denser, and pressure increases
E. Colder, denser, and pressure increases

APPENDIX G
QUESTIONNAIRE
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Questionnaire
1. Please circle a number on the scale below that represents how difficult you thought the
reading task was.

Not difficult
1

Very difficult
2

3

4

5

6

7

Comments on the reading task:

2. Please circle a number on each scale that represents your response to the different topics you
read about.

The topic of plate tectonics was:
Not at all
1.
interesting
1

2

3

4

5

6

2.

stimulating

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

3.

Boring

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

4.

engaging

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

5.

meaningful

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6.

worthless

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

7.

Useful

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Very much
7
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The topic of the Fukushima nuclear accident was:
Not at all
1.
interesting
1
2
3

4

5

6

2.

stimulating

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

3.

Boring

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

4.

engaging

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

5.

meaningful

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6.

worthless

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

7.

Useful

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Very much
7

The topic of early warning systems was:
Not at all
1.
interesting
1
2

3

4

5

Very much
6
7

2.

stimulating

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

3.

Boring

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

4.

engaging

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

5.

meaningful

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6.

worthless

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

7.

Useful

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

The topic of tsunamis was:
Not at all
1

Very much
7

1.

interesting

2.

stimulating

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

3.

Boring

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

4.

engaging

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

5.

meaningful

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6.

worthless

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

7.

Useful

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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2. For the list of topics below, please circle the number that best represents how much
knowledge you had about these topics before you read the texts.

No
knowledge

A lot of
knowledge

1. Plate tectonics
2. The Fukushima nuclear
accident
3. Early warning systems

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

7
7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

4. Earthquakes

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

5. The causes of tsunamis

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6. What makes tsunamis
destructive

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

The remaining questions ask you to provide some information about yourself:
3. Gender:

Male

Female

4. Birthdate (Month/Day/Year):

______________

5. Please mark how you identify yourself in terms of ethnicity and/or race. Feel free to check
more than one category.
_____ Hispanic/Latino

_____ American Indian or Alaska Native

_____ Asian

_____ Black or African American

_____ Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander

_____ White

_____ Other: Please specify ________________________________________________
6.

Is English your first language? Yes

No

If you answered no, what is your first language? ___________________________________
What language do you speak at home? __________________________________________

